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Nearly
related
safety
tential

128 million vehicles, tires, and other
items have been recalled because of
defects, thereby reducing their poto cause accidents.

In many cases the National HighwayTraffic
Safety Administration’s
defect investigation process has taken years to complete.
Meanwhile, owners continue to drive vehicles that could be defective.
About half of the millions of owners receisving recall letters fail to respond by having
their safety defects corrected. Some owners do not perceive the defects as problems
or do not believe the recalls are important.
GAO found that nearly all the recall letters
it reviewed were written at too high a reading level and were difficult to understand.
Lowering the reading level could increase
owner response rates.
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The Honorable
The Secretary
Dear Mr.

Drew L. Lewis
of Transportation

Secretary:

This report
examines the motor vehicle
recall
program,
which needs changes to improve its safety
defect
investigation
process and its owner response rates.
This report
contains
recommendations
to you on pages 12 and 28.
As you know, sect'i'on 236 of the Legislative
Reorganization
Act of 1970 requires
the head of a Federal
agency to submit a written
statement
on
actions
taken on our recommendations
to the Senate Committee
on Governmental
Affairs
and the House Committee on Government
Operations
not later
than 60 days after
the date of the report,
and to the House and Senate Committees
on Appropriations
with
the agency's
first
request
for appropriations
made more than
60 days after
the date of the report.
We are sending copies of this report
to the Director,
Office
of Management and Budget;
appropriate
Senate and House
and other interested
parties.
committees:
In addition,
we
are sending copies of this report
to the Administrator,
National
Highway Traffic
Safety Administration.
Sincerely

yours,

Henry Eschwege
Director
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CHANGES TO THE MOTOR VEHICLE
RECALL PROGRAMCOULD REDUCE
POTENTIAL SAFETY HAZARDS

DIGEST
-1---m
Since passage of the National
Traffic
a'nd Motor
Vehicle
Safety Act in 1966, nearly
128 million
motor vehicles,
tires,
and other related
replacement items have been recalled
because of safety
The National
Highway Traffic
Safety
defects.
Administration,
which administers
the act, conducts defect
investigations
that involve
about
50 to 70 percent of the motor vehicles
recalled,
and the motor vehicle
industry
initiates
the
other recalls
without
Federal
involvement.
The
resulting
'ben'efit
is that m'any defective
vehicles
accident
have been co~rrec~te& re,d,ucing their
potential.
(See p. 3.)
The Safety Administration's
defect
process often takes years to
hicles
continue
to be exposed to possible
safet
deficiencies.
Further,
only half of the vehic
For these reasons,
owners respond to recalls.
GAO reviewed
the recall
program to determine
(1) the Safety Administration
could improve its
timeliness
in identifying
safety
defects
and
(2) the number of owners responding
to recalls
could be increased.
(See pp. 6 and 14.)
LENGTHY DEFECT INVESTIGATION

PROCESS

A lengthy
investigation
process adversely
affects
the success of recalls--the
longer
it takes to
initiate
a recall,
the less owners respond by
.%ccording to
having their
vehicles
corrected.
a recent Safety Administration-funded
study,
this is because manufacturers'
records
on owners
For
become more obsolete
for older vehicles.
in six cases wherein
the entire
process
example,
took from 67 to 36 months to complete,
the vehicles
were 5 to 19 years old by the time they
The subsequent
owner response
were recalled.
rates ranged frl:,m 3 to 20.5 percent,
far below
the average response rate on the other recalls.
(See p. 6.)
The Safety Administration
believes
it has improved
the timeliness
of some of its investigations
by
concentrating
on those cases it believes
will
most
likely
result
in recalls
and by better
coordinating
Tear Sheet
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its staff
activities.
The Safety Administration,
however, still
needs to take action
which will
speed up reviews by its Office
of Chief Counsel.
(See p. 9.)
The Office
of Chief Counsel must concur with the
other Safety Administration
offices’
findings
that a potential
safety defect does or does not
exist
before the Safety Administration
can close
an investigation
or require
court action
to have
a manufacturer
initiate
a recall.
Yet many investigation
cases remain in limbo for months awaiting Chief Counsel review.
(See p. 9.)
At the time of GAO’s review in November 1981,
11 cases had been in the Office
of Chief Counsel
from 1 to 41 months (average time was about 14
months) n Chief Counsel decisions
were still
pending in eight of those cases, while the remaining three cases were awaiting
Chief Counsel
review to determine
what confidential
information
could not be included
in the public
file
or
whether penalties
should be imposed against
the
manufacturers
for attempting
to prolong
the
recalls.
By July 1982 the Office
of Chief Counsel had
closed six of the eight cases that were pending
at the time of the GAO analysis.
None of the
closed cases resulted
in a defect determination,
although
the Safety Administration’s
Office
of
Defects
Investigation
had recommended that such
action
be taken when three of the cases were
transferred
to the Chief Counsel 11 to 19 months
earlier.
(See pp. 10 and 11.)
As a result
of untimely
delays,
information
to
support
some case findings
often needed to be reBecause Chief Counsel reviews
peatedly
updated.
and comments are a major part of the investigations,
GAO believes
that more direct
communication
and better
coordination
between the Chief Counsel
and the other Safety Administration
offices
involved in the investigation
process is needed.
(See p. 11.)
LIMITED

OWNERRESPONSE

About 50 percent
of the owners notified
tial
safety
defects
do not take their
in for inspection
and/or correction.
fewer owners take their
vehicles
in to
rected now than they did in 1974 when

ii

of potenvehicles
In fact,
be corthe Congress

expressed concern that
owners were responding

only 75 percent
ofsthe
to recalls.
(See p. 14.)

A 1980 survey conducted
for the Safety Administration
indicated
that some owners do not respond
to recalls
because they do not perceive
the defect
as a problem or do not believe
the recall
is imGAO believes
that the reason behind
portant.
those perceptions
and beliefs
could be that the
recall
letters
used to inform owners about the
defects
are too difficult
for many owners to underFor example, most U.S. adults
(54 percent)
stand.
read at or below the 11th grade level,
whereas
recall
letters
in most instances
are written
at
The letters
also fail
a college
reading
level.
to highlight
significant
information
like,
"a
(See pp. 14, 15, and 23.)
crash could occur."
If the recall
letters
are easier
to understand,
Higher
more owners would respond to recalls.
response rates in turn would mean less defective
vehicles
on the road and lower manufacturers'
overall
administrative,costs,
as fewer attempts
would have to be made to locate
owners who were
(See p. 24.)
unresponsive
to the initial
letter.
All of the manufacturers
GAO contacted
send followup letters
to owners not responding
to initial
even though this effort
is not
recall
letters,
However, followup
letters
have
legally
required.
not been very effective
in increasing
response
(See p. 25.)
rates.
GAO believes
that post cards sent shortly
after
the initial
recall
letters
to remind owners they
need to get their
vehicles
corrected
could increase
The post cards could also reduce
owner response.
administrative
costs because they are cheaper to
print
and require
less postage than the current
More importantly,
manufollowup
letter
methods.
facturers
would not have to purchase as many subsequent owner lists
from outside
sources or send
The
as many followup
letters
to nonrespondents.
reminder
post card technique
has greatly
improved
response rates for survey research
questionnaires.
(See p. 24.)
GAO met with officials
of two motor vehicle
manufacturers
to discuss
suggested
changes to make
recall
letters
more readable
and use of reminder
The
post cards shortly
after
recalls
begin.
officials
believe
these changes may help increase
and they would be willing
owner response rates,
to work with the Safety Administration
to test
(See p. 27.)
their
effectiveness
in actual
recalls.
Tear Sheet
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RECOMMENDATIONS
GAO recommends that the Secretary
of Transportation instruct
the Administrator,
National
Highway
Traffic
Safety Administration,
to:
--Take corrective
action
to speed up the defect
investigation
process by reducing
delays caused
by the Office
of Chief Counsel's
review.
Specifically,
the Administrator
should look at whether
better
coordination
and more direct
communication
between the Office
of Defects
Investigation
and
the Office
of Chief Counsel could achieve this
goal and how specific
review time frames could
be established
to eliminate
further
delays.
(See p. 12.)
--Work with motor vehicle
manufacturers
to change
the wording and format in a recall
letter
to
lower its reading
level,
using GAO's suggesand test the revised
letter
in an actual
tions,
recall
to determine
its effectiveness
in improving owner response rates.
(See p. 28.)
--Work with motor vehicle
manufacturers
to test
various
reminder
techniques
in actual
recalls
to determine
whether they increase
response
rates and are cost effective.
(See p. 28.)
AGENCY COMMENTS
In commenting on the report,
the Department
of
Transportation
stated
that it shares GAO's concerns and that the Safety Administration
intends
to use all reasonable
means to implement GAO's
Specifically,
the Safety Adminrecommendations.
istration's
Office
of Chief Counsel is now required
to draft
a written
analysis
of each Office
of Defects
Investigation
recommendation
within
except in cases of unusual
14 days of its receipt,
complexity
or where urgent litigation
matters
GAO
believes
that
adherence
to
take priority.
this time frame will
help reduce delays in the
Chief Counsel's
review which have occurred
in
(See p. 12.)
the past.
Regarding
GAO's recommendations
for improving
the Department
stated that
owner response rates,
it supports
all reasonable
efforts
to increase
such rates and will
gladly
cooperate
in efforts
to simplify
and clarify
the language of the recall
The Department
noted, however, that reletters.
call letter
requirements
prescribed
by Safety

iv

Administration
regulations
cannot
without
tine-consuming
rulemaking
p. 29.)

be changed
action.
(See

GAO believes
that use of a simplified
recall
letter
such as proposed would not violate
existing regulations
if the letter
is used in a joint
test project
involving
the Safety Administration
and a vehicle
manufacturer.
Two vehicle
manufacturers
have expressed
to GAO their
willingness
to test simplified
recall
letters
in actual
recalls.
(See p. 29.)
'The Department
disagreed
with GAO's view of the
defect
investigation
process,
stating
that it
was overly
simplistic
and omitted
several
important cooperative
efforts
that had taken place
between the Safety Administration's
Office
of
Defects
Investigation
and Office
of General
Counsel during
fiscal
year 1981.
GAO believes
that its view of the defect
investigation
process accurately
describes
the cases that were
active
at the time of its
review and shows that
there is a need to improve the process time
frames.
(See p. 12.)
GAO's response to all of the Department's
comments are located
in appendix V.
(See p. 39.)
In addition,
the Department's
comments
pertaining
to each GAO recommendation
are at the end of the
corresponding
chapters
along with GAO’s cvaluation.
(See pp. 12 and 29.1
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CEIAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION
Motor vehicles
with safety defects
I/ are likely
to cause
Each year the motor
injuries,
or deaths.
traffic
accidents,
vehicle
industry
and the Federal Government spend millions
of
dollars
on efforts
to identify
vehicles
with safety defects
so
Consequently,
that traffic-related
accidents
can be reduced.
each year manufacturers
send millions
of letters
to owners
advising
them that their
motor vehicles,
tires,
or replacement
items could be defective
and are therefore
being recalled
for
When lengthy
investigations
prevent
any necessary
correction.
safety defects
from being promptly
identified,
owners continue
when owners
Moreover,
to drive potentially
dangerous vehicles.
fail
to respond to recall
letters
by having their
safety
dethe efforts
spent identifying
those defects
fects corrected,
have been partially
in vain.
Before 1966 the Federal Government had no legislation
requiring
the motor vehicle
industry
to do anything
about safety
when safety defects
were discovered,
manuBasically,
defects.
facturers
could voluntarily--and
confidentially--notify
their
The dealers,
in turn,
could pass on
dealers
of the problem.
this information
to any known owners, and the manufacturers
could decide whether or not to correct
the defects.
The voluntary
method of identifying,
recalling,
and correcting
safety defects
did not always work, as manufacturers
than safety.
To
were promoting
style,
power, and speed rather
the Congress in 1966 enacted the Naimprove this situation,
tional
Traffic
and Motar Vehicle
Safety Act (Public
Law 89-564,
Sept. 9, 19661, requiring
that all motor vehicles
with safety
defects
be promptly
removed from the highways and corrected.
Despite
the motor vehicle
industry's
and the Federal Governdefects
have
ment's efforts
to comply with the act, many safety
not been identified
promptly
and many owners may not understand
As a result,
many defective
the recall
notification
letters.
motor vehicles
and related
replacement
items remain uninspected
This report
addresses
some of the reasons for
or uncorrected.
those problems and includes
recommendations
to improve the
safety defect
recall
program's
performance.

L/A safety defect
is any defect
in the performance,
construction,
or material
of a motor vehicle
or related
replacecomponents,
ment item which subjects
the public
to unreasonable
risks
of
accident,
injury,
or death.
1

THE 1966 ACT REQUIRES THAT MANUFACTURERS
RECALL AND CORRECT ALL VEHICLES WITH
SAFETY DEFECTS

The 1966 act, as amended, authorizes
the Secretary
of
Transportation
to test and inspect
any motor vehicle
or related
replacement
item to determine
whether it contains
any defects
relating
to motor vehicle
safety.
The Secretary
also has the
authority
to conduct investigations
and do research
on motor
vehicles
with possible
safety defects.
If the Secretary
(or a
manufacturer)
discovers
such a defect,
the manufacturer
must
recall
the defective
item.
In doing so, the manufacturer
must
provide
in writing
a clear description
of the defect
and its
remedy to
--the

Secretary

of Transportation,

--the
dealers
to whom the defective
items were delivered,
and
--the
of

vehicles

or replacement

first
purchasers
or most recently
registered
the defective
vehicles
or replacement
items.

owners

The Mo'tor Vehicle

and Schoolbus S'afety Amend'ments EActl of
Oct. 27, 19874') requires
manufacturers
free of charge.
That requirement
is
limited
to motor vehicles
and related
replacement
items not more
than 8 years old and tires
not more than 3 years old on the date
the safety defect
is determined.
1974 (Public
Law 93-492,
to correct
safety defects

The Administrator,
National
Highway Traffic
Safety Administration
(NHTSA), carries
out the Secretary's
responsibilities
The Office
of Defects
Investigation
(ODI), under
under the act.
NHTSA's Associate
Administrator
for Enforcement,
investigates
safety
defects
not covered by Federal motor vehicle
safety standards lJ which account for the majority
of motor vehicles
recalled.
ODI's annual administrative
budget in fiscal
year 1981
with another $2 million
budgeted for priwas about $2 million,
vate sector contracts
to help in the safety
defect
investigations.

k/The 1966 act also authorized
the Secretary
to establish
uniform Federal safety
standards
for which all motor vehicles
The Office
of Vehicle
and replacement
equipment
must comply.
also under NHTSA's Associate
Administrator
Safety Compliance,
Ts responsible
for assuring
that manufacturfor Enforcement,
Its investigations
are not
ers comply with those standards.
covered in this report.
2

MILLIONS OF DEFECTIVE VEHICLES AND
RELATED REPLACEMENT ITEMS HAVE
BEEN RECALLED
From the date the motor vehicle
recall
program began in
have initiated
nearly
1966 through December 1981, manufacturers
3,800 recalls
affecting
nearly
128 million
motor vehicles,
related replacement
items,
and tires
as follows:

.

Summary of Safety Defect Recalls
1966 Through 1981
Number of
recalls

Category:
Domestic
Foreign

motor
motor

Replacement
Tires
Total

vehicles
vehicles

items

2,613

Number of
vehicles/components
80,767,981

652

16,449,970

209

5,977,263

310

24,768,284

3,784

127,,963,498

The ODI Director
stated that about 15 to 20 percent
of all
recalls
have been initiated
because of NHTSA's involvement
in
The remaining
recalls
have been
safety
defect
investigations.
The NHTSA-involved
reinitiated
solely
by the manufacturers.
for about 50 to 70 percent
of
calls,
however, have accounted
the total
motor vehicles
recalled
(95 percent
of those were for
correcting
safety
defects
covered by ODI investigations
and 5
percent
were for correcting
noncompliances
with the Federal
indicating
that NHTSA has generally
considsafety
standards),
ered the larger
volume safety
defect
problems.
Little
information
is available
from manufacturers
on how
much the motor vehicle
recall
programs cost the automotive
inindicated
to the Subcommittee
on TransNHTSA, however,
dustry.
House Committee on Appropriations,
in 1980 that the
portation,
average cost to recall
and correct
vehicles
with safety
defects,
based on five or six recalls,
was $18 a vehicle
and $36 a tire.
The resulting
benefit
from these expenditures
is that many potentially
defective
vehicles
and related
replacement
items have
been brought
in by owners for correction,
thus reducing
their
potential
for accident.
OBJECTIVES,

SCOPE, AND METHODOLOGY

Our primary
objectives
in this review were to determine
defects
were being identified
in a timely
whether
(1) safety
manner and (2) measures were being used to ensure that the maximum number of owners responded to recalls.

*

The review was conducted
in accordance
with
our current
"Standards
for Audit of Governmental
Organizations,
Programs,
Activities,
and Functions."
To determine
the timeliness
of
the investigations,
we focused on how ODI conducts
its defect
investigations.
We examined ODI's investigation
process and
assessed whether the NHTSA offices
responsible
for various
segments of the investigations
coordinate
their
work in a manner
to avoid delays.
We interviewed
NHTSA officials
in ODI and the
Office
of Chief Counsel and reviewed
(1) appropriate
recall
legislation
and regulations,
(2) ODI files
that were in various
phases of the defect
investigation
process,
(3) NHTSA's internal
operating
procedures,
and (4) several
prior
NHTSA-funded studies
as well as our past reports
on the subject.
on recalls,
For
comparison
we also interviewed
officials
from two motor vehicle
manufacturers--General
Motors Corporation
and Ford Motor Coman understanding
of their
defect
investigation
pany --to obtain
processes
and procedures.
To determine
how owner responses
to recalls
could be maximized, we examined NHTSA data on owner response rates and assessed some writing
research
techniques
that could potentially
Because a recent NHTSA-funded
improve owner notification.
determined
many reacompleted
in July 1980, had already
study,
sons why vehicle
owners respond to or ignore recall
notices,
we
focused our review on trying
to find improvements
in the recall
notification
letter
process that could increase
owner response
Since recall
letrates and could be tested
in actual
recalls.
appeared to be difficult
to understand,
in our opinion,
ters,
and because some of the owners contacted
in the NHTSA-funded
study said that they did not perceive
the defect as a problem
or did not believe
the recall
was important,
we had a consultant,
a reading
and communication
specialist
at
Dr. John J. Campbell,
Howard University's
School of Education,
analyze the reading
He then revised
the letters
to make them
level of the letters.
We also reviewed
literature
from the
easier
to understand.
fields
of marketing
and survey research
on followup
techniques
to improve response rates that could be useful
in recalls.
We discussed
owner notification
procedures
with General
by telephone
interviews,
Motors and Ford officials
and obtained,
additional
information
from Chrysler
Corporation
and American
We also met with officials
from R.L. Polk
Motors Corporation.
motor vehicle
registration
records
& Company, which maintains
to discuss
their
role in providing
upobtained
from States,
dated motor vehicle
owner information
to manufacturers.
We did not contact
vehicle
owners to determine
why they
The July 1980 study,
conducted
for
did not respond to recalls.
concluded
that many owners (1) did
NHTSA at a cost of $94,010,
(2) had already
had the vehicle
not receive
the recall
notices,
(4) had problems with the
fixed,
(3) had transferred
ownership,
(The latter
reason reinforced
or (5) were apathetic.
dealers,
our opinion
that the recall
letters
may be too difficult
to
we did not attempt
to focus on improving
Further,
understand.)
4
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owner respanse rates by having safety
defect
repairs
become a
requirement
for passing State safety
inspections
or renewing
This
issue was addressed
in a comprehenvehicle
registrations.
Accordsive $98,980 study completed
for NHTSA in August 1979.
State agencies are not receptive
to
ing to NHTSA officials,
recommendations
which would make them responsible
for determinFuring whether or not necessary
repair
work is accomplished.
State agencies were not willing
to participate
in recalls
ther,
unless manufacturers
reimbursed
them for all costs incurred.
Although
we cannot assure that the suggested
changes we
propose for the recall
letters
and the followup
post cards will
experts
we consulted
and
greatly
increase
owner response rates,
studies
we reviewed
indicate
that these changes could increase
officials
we contacted
bethe rates.
Also, the motor vehicle
lieve our suggestions
have merit and are willing
to work with
NHTSA to test them.
HANDLING AGENCY COMMENTS
of Transportation
(DOT)
On July 19, 1982, the Department
DOT
shares
(See
app.
V.)
commented on a draft
of this report.
our concerns over procedural
and institutional
delays within
NHTSA and stated
that NHTSA intends
to use all reasonable
means
including
improved and formalto implement our recommendations,
ized "fail
safe" procedures
to enhance coordination
between
DOT stated
that our report
made it clear that
NHTSA offices.
the originally
established
system of deadlines
for reviewing
ODI recommendations
had not always been accorded sufficient
DOT has therefore
taken steps to improve its review
priority.
time frames-- steps which it attributes
to our report.
DOT also stated that it supports
all reasonable
efforts
to
increase
owner response rates in recalls
and indicated
that it
will
gladly
cooperate
in efforts
to improve the recall
letters
as suggested
in our report.
DOT expressed
some concern,
however,
over NHTSA's existing
regulations,
which it believes
will
need
time-consuming
rulemaking
changes before our suggestions
can be
implemented.
DOT believes
that the report
reflects
an apparent misconception
of the defect
investigation
process by greatly
oversimplifying
it.
Further,
DOT commented that the report
contains
no reference
to significant
cooperative
efforts
that have taken
place between the NHTSA offices.
DOT's comments pertaining
to our recommendations,
along
with our evaluation,
are included
at the end of each corresponding chapter of this report.
all of DOT's comments,
In addition,
along with our evaluation,
are included
in appendix V. Where
warranted,
we incorporated
additional
statements
in the body of
the report
to improve or expand a point as a result
of the comments.
DC>T's comments did not, in our opinion,
change any of
our report
conclusions
or recommendations.
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CHAPTER a
ADDITIONAL CHANGES ARE NEE,DED TO IMPROVE
THE DEFWT INVESTIGATION

PROCESS

Lengthy investigations
for possible
safety defects
could
adversely
affect
the success of any resulting
recalls.
Statistics
indicate
that the longer it takes to initiate
a recall,
the less owners are likely
to respond by having their
vehicles
repaired.
According
to a recent NHTSA-funded study,
this is
records on owners become more -obsolete
because manufacturers'
For example,
in six cases wherein the NHTSA
for older vehicles.
investigation
process took from 67 to 86 months, the vehicles
were 5 to 19 years old by the time they were recalled.
The
subsequent
owner response rates ranged from 8 to 20.5 percent,
which was much less than the average response rate of the other
recalls.
ted,
tinue
cases,
short
quick

In a majority
of the cases NHTSA has previously
investigaits process has taken years to complete while vehicles
conIn other
to be exposed to possible
safety
deficiencies.
the process has been completed
in relatively
however,
because
manufacturers
were
periods
of time, generally
to recognize
the safety defect
and initiate
recalls.

Recently,
ODI has taken steps which it believes
will
improve
The ODI staff
spent much of
its defect
investigation
process.
analyses
that had
fiscal
year 1981 "cleaning
up" old engineering
inactive,
so that
been on the books for years, yet were basically
it could begin concentrating
on more meaningful
analyses
that it
Further,
believed
would likely
result
in defect
determinations.
ODI has attempted
to better
coordinate
its engineering
and investigation
activities
in order to speed up the investigation
process.
In a number of instances,
however, where NHTSA's Office
of
Chief Counsel's
involvement
is necessary
to complete
the invesmore direct
communication
and better
coorditigation
process,
nation with ODI is needed before the process can be improved.
ATTEMPTS HAVE BEEN MADE TO STREAMLINE
THE INVESTIGATION PROCESS
The defect
investigation
process normally
involves
(1) an
engineering
analysis
to review consumer complaints
and other information
to determine
whether a safety
defect does exist
and
(2) a formal defect
investigation
to collect
more information
that will
support NHTSA's findings
in court,
if needed, to get
(App. I describes
this procmanufacturers
to initiate
recalls.
The ODI Director
recognizes
that the investiess in detail.)
gation
process can be lengthy
and time-consuming,
and he has
He believes
that by opentaken some actions
to streamline
it.
ing informal
inquiries
whenever possible
instead
of the more
by becoming more selective
in
detailed
engineering
analyses,
and by better
coordinating
the engineering
analyses
initiated,
6

the engineering
and investigation
improve the process.

staff

activities,

he can

The ODI Director
and, the Chief,
Engineering
Analysis
Division,
told us that NHTSA in the past had often opened
engineering
analyses
that were supported
by few complaints;
therefore,
those analyses
had little
chance of resulting
in
recalls.
ODI's engineering
analysis
workload,
from fiscal
year
1978 through
1980, included
the following:

Fiscal
1977
1978
1979
1980

year

Engineering
analyses
opened
84
124
119
118

Recalls
influenced
by engineering
analyses
(note a)
20
40
24
20

a/A recall
may not necessarily
result
from an engineering analysis
opened in the same fiscal
year.
Many of the engineering
analyses
opened during
that period
had remained inactive
for several
years.
Consequently,
one of
the ODI Director's
first
priorities
when he took office
in 1980
was to have this staff
review the current
status of each engineering analysis
and clean up the files
by closing
as many inactive
analyses
as possible.
As a result,
the number of open engineering analyses
dropped from 141 in February
1981 to 75 in October
1981.
We found, however,
that over three-fourths
of the remaining engineering
analyses
have been on the books from 1 to 4 years,
and some of those are also inactive
and need to be closed with
no recall
action
required
as soon as ODI staff
time permits.
Under the current
approach,
the ODI staff
are now focusing
their
efforts
on those potential
safety
defect
areas that they
believe
are most likely
to result
in recalls.
By reducing
the
ODI staff
workload
(in terms of open engineering
analyses),
the
ODI Director
believes
that resources
can be concentrated
on the
more promising
analyses
and reduce the overall
investigation
time frames.
During fiscal
year 1981, ODI opened 19 engineering
analyses,
considerably
fewer than the analyses
opened in the previous
fiscal years.
In addition,
however, ODI opened 22 informal
inquiries which, as discussed
in appendix
I, are part of ODI's current
attempt
to avoid detailed
and lengthy
analyses
whenever possible
In December
and still
get manufacturers
to conduct recalls.
1981 we examined the status of the fiscal
year 1981 activities
and found that:

--Of the 22 inquiries
opened, 2 resulted
in recalls
within
1 to 4 months, 2 resulted
in service
recalls,
&' 1 was
transferred
to engineering
analysis,
and 10 were closed
with no further
action
needed.
--Of the 19 engineering
analyses
opened, 4 resulted
in recalls
within
1 to 12 months and 5 were closed or partially
closed with no further
action
needed.
--Seven
open.

inquiries
and 10 engineering
analyses were still
(Time frames ranged from 3 to 14 months.)

What the ODI Director
believes
to be significant
as a result of the current
approach is that two recalls
resulted
from
informal
inquiries
(9 percent of the total)
and four recalls
resulted
from engineering
analyses
(21 percent
of the total).
Those
recalls
required
only limited
ODI and manufacturers'
time (1 year
or less),
and ODI did not have to open formal
investigations.
We could not determine
from our review whether the current
approach which has reduced the number of engineering
analyses
opened may eventually
mean that ODI will
not analyze some potenOnly future
complaints
brought
about by
tial
sa,fety defects.
vehicle
owners or safety
advocate groups will
be able to identify
Further,
analyses
that should be, but have not been, undertaken.
ODI was unable to conclude whether the 7 open inquiries
and 10
open engineering
analyses
from fiscal
year 1981 would result
in
recalls,
requiring
shorter
time frames than under the previous
we do not know if the current
ODI approach
approach.
Therefore,
will
continue
to streamline
the investigation
process and reduce
the time frames as the ODI Director
intends.
Another of ODI's efforts
to streamline
and improve its investigation
process involves
combining
the activities
of its
engineering
analyses
and investigation
staffs
whenever possible.
This effort
will
enable the investigator
to work during
the
engineering
analysis
phase and will
help him or her to better
understand
those cases that later
become formal
investigations.
Defects Evaluation
Division,
this effort
According
to the Chief,
was not done in the past because the large number of engineering
analyses
and formal
investigations
opened made it more practical
Currently,
however, the reduced
to separate
the two activities.
caseload has given the investigation
staff
more time to get
The ODI Director
involved
during
the engineering
analysis
phase.
supported
this effort
by saying that the expertise
which resulted
from combining
the two staffs
gives extra credence to the engineering
analyses.

dealers
rather
than owners are generally
&/In service
recalls,
notified
of the defect
because it does not present
an unAny necessary
repairs
are done when
reasonable
safety
risk.
the owner takes his or her vehicle
in for maintenance.
8

The reduction
of engineering
analyses
opened has caused the
volume of formal
investigation
cases opened to also decrease subinvestigation
cases
In fiscal
year 1981, 4 formal
stantially.
were opened as compared with 4 in 1980, 11 in 1979, 21 in 1978,
We reviewed
the four fiscal
year 1981 cases
and 22 in 1977.
This compared
and found that they had all resulted
in recalls.
with 1 recall
from the fiscal
year 1980 investigations,
1 from
The time frames for com1979, 10 from 1978, and 18 from 1977.
pleting
the fiscal
year 1981 cases were as follows:

Case

Engineering
analysis

Formal
investiqation

Total
time frames

------------------(months)---------------------

1
2
3
4

11
29
18
20

12
1
9
1

23
30
27
21

As the chart shows, it took 21 to 30 months of ODI involvement before manufacturers
agreed to initiate
recalls.
While
drawing any conclusions
from a review of four cases is difficult,
Defects Evaluation
Division,
said that coordinating
the Chief,
the engineering
analysis
and investigation
staff
activities
helped to speed up the formal
investigations,
once they were
opened.
FURTHER IMPROVEMENTS ARE NEEDED
While the ODI Director
has taken steps which he believes
will
improve part of the defect
investigation
process,
he believes
that additional
action
is needed to speed up the legal
reviews of the investigation
cases.
The Office
of Chief Counsel
gets involved
with the process during
the formal
investigation
phase and reviews cases to assure that the ODI information
can
favorably
support NHTSA in court action
against
manufacturers,
if necessary,
to get recalls
initiated.
The Office
of Chief
Counsel must concur with ODI's recommendation
to go for a determination
of defect or to close an investigation
case, yet its
previous
reviews have often taken months, or even years,
to complete while the investigations
remain in limbo in ODI.
Some of
the delays could be unavoidable,
as Chief Counsel may have to
develop substantial
evidence before it can conclude
that the
ODI recommendation
is or is not supported.
Other delays could
be caused by Chief Counsel's
inability
to give the reviews priority.
However, the time already
spent on the cases prior
to
this phase makes it imperative
that ODI and the Office
of Chief
Counsel maintain
a relationship
of good coordination
and direct
communication
to help improve the investigation
process so that
the cases are not unnecessarily
delayed.
4
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In November 1981 we analyzed
20 cases that were in the formal investigation
phase, 11 of which were shown to be in the
Office
of Chief Counsel for review.
The average time that the
cases had remained in the Office
of Chief Counsel,
through the
date of our analysis,
was about 14 months.
Individually,
the
time frames ranged from 1 to 41 months and, according
to ODI
legal decisions
were still
pending.
status
reports,
Three of
the cases had already
resulted
in recalls,
so the only pending
Chief Counsel action
was to review the files
to determine
what
confidential
information
could not be included
in the public
file
or whether a penalty
should be imposed against
the manuAccording
to
facturer
for attempting
to prolong
the recalls.
such review is time-consuming,
and bea Chief Counsel lawyer,
cause his staff
has other priority
work, the review must wait
until
staff
is available
or the public
requests
the file.
In four cases ODI was seeking the Chief Counsel's
concurrence of a defect
so that efforts
requiring
manufacturers
to
The timeliness
of the Chief Couninitiate
recalls
could begin.
sel's
review varied
considerably
in those cases, with two cases
being held from 12 to 41 months as follows.
1.

The first
case was transferred
to the Office
of Chief
Counsel in June 1978 after
2 years of ODI investigation
work.
By November 1981 (41 months after
the Chief
Counsel had received
the case) no final
legal decision
had yet been made, although
an informal
opinion
was that
the case should be closed without
a defect determination.
According
to a Chief Counsel lawyer,
this particular
case has bounced back and forth
between his office
and
ODI during
the last 3-l/2
years so that additional
information
(updating
complaints,
etc.)
could be collecInformation
involving
technical
issues of causated.
tion,
differences
of opinion
between Chief Counsel and
ODI, a peer group study,
and possible
inconsistency
ODI letters
with precedent
cases was also collected.
to the manufacturers
requesting
information
updates,
from 1979 to 1980, substantiate
some of this claim.
believe
that they will
always
However, ODI officials
have to update information
if the Chief Counsel's
decisions
are continually
delayed.

2.

The second case was transferred
to the Office
of Chief
Counsel in November 1980 after
10 months of ODI investigation
work.
One year later,
the Chief Counsel had
still
not acted on the ODI recommendation.
As a result,
the case was returned
to ODI at its request
so that ODI
could perform additional
work (testing
and updating
incident
data) to determine
whether its recommendation
for an initial
determination
of defect
was still
warranted.

In another four cases ODI had recommended that the cases be
Those
closed with no further
investigation
time being spent.
of Chief Counsel from 2 to 22
cases, which had been in the Office
would nevertheless
have to
months at the time of our analysis,
The Chief Counsel lawyer
remain open pending a legal decision.
handling
the cases said he would probably
concur with the ODI
recommendation
in two cases and would await further
test results
before making a decision
on another case (which had already
been
The remaining
case, which was rein his office
for 21 months).
ported by ODI to have been transferred
to the Chief Counsel in
by the lawyer we interviewed.
July 1981,, could not be located
of Chief Counsel had closed six of
By July 1982, the Office
the eight cases that were pending at the time of our analysis.
None of the closed cases resulted
in a defect determination.
However, ODI had recommended that the Chief Counsel make defect
determinations
in three of the cases when they were transferred
11 to 19 months earlier.
ODI officials
told us that as investigation
cases are delayed in the Office
of Chief Counsel,
additional
investigation
work will
continually
be needed, as it may no longer be appropriate
to support ODI recommendations
made months or years beChief
Counsel
lawyers,
on
the
other
hand, do not feel
fore.
that they are taking
too long to review the important
cases.
They cited a few specific
cases, claiming
that cooperative
efforts
between Chief Counsel and ODI resulted
in significant
in the active
cases we reviewed,
our
recalls.
Nevertheless,
talks with both ODI and Chief Counsel officials
indicate
that
the two offices
need to better
coordinate
their
efforts
and better communicate
their
information
needs before the investigation
process can be improved.
CONCLUSIONS
NHTSA's defect
investigation
process can be extremely
NHTSA has taken some steps to speed up its process,
lengthy.
but more needs to be done.
When formal
investigation
cases are sent to NHTSA's Office
of Chief Counsel,
they include
recommendations
that must be concurred with before any further
action
can be taken.
Any delays
by Chief Counsel staff
to review the cases and comment on the
ODI recommendations
can only increase
the investigation
time
frames
of those cases that NHTSA determines
need to result
in
recalls.
The length of time it takes for some of the Chief
Counsel decisions
indicates
to us that a better
working relationship
between
the two offices
is needed.

RECOMMENDATION
We recommend that the Secretary
of Transportation
instruct
the Administrator,
NHTSA, to take corrective
action
to speed up
the defect
investigation
process by reducing
delays caused by the
Office
of Chief Counsel review.
Specifically,
the Administrator
should look at whether better
coordination
and more direct
communication
between ODI and the Office
of Chief Counsel could
achieve this goal and how specific
review time frames could be
established
to eliminate
further
delays.
AGENCY COMMENTSAND OUR EVALUATION
DOT shares our concerns for a need for better
coordination.
In commenting on our draft
report,
DOT stated that identifying
and correcting
procedural
and institutional
delays within
NHTSA's
enforcement
and rulemaking
offices
has been a high priority.
Further,
NHTSA intends
to use all reasonable
means to implement
including
improved and formalized
fail
safe
our recommendation,
procedures
to enhance coordination
between NHTSA offices.
DOT stated that our report
made it clear that NHTSA's
originally
established
system of deadlines
for reviewing
ODI
recommendations
had not always been accorded sufficient
priority.'
As a result
of our report,
NHTSA's Chief Counsel has
instructed
his Assistant
Chief Counsel for Litigation
to ensure
that a written
analysis
of each ODI recommendation
be drafted
by the Office
of Chief Counsel within
14 days of receipt
of the
recommendation,
except in cases of unusual complexity
or where
urgent litigation
matters
take priority.
We believe
that adherence to the 14-day analysis
time frame
will
definitely
reduce the delays caused by many of the Chief
much of its
Counsel's
reviews.
However, NHTSA has attributed
past review delays to exceptions
such as those mentioned
in the
we believe
NHTSA
Chief Counsel's
instructions.
Consequently,
should monitor
the analysis
time frames and make every effort
to maintain
the ll-day
period.

DOT did not agree with our conclusion
that there is a systematic
failure
of communication
between ODI and the Office
of
DOT noted that the report
includes
no disGeneral Counsel.
cussion of several
cooperative
efforts
between those two offices
DOT believes
that the report
during
fiscal
year 1981.
Further,
reflects
an overly
simplistic
view of the defect
investigation
process and that many of the report
views attributed
to one
employee are not shared by responsible
superiors
whom we did
not interview.
During our review we interviewed
all officials
within
ODI
as well as Chief Counsel
lawyers assigned
to ODI investigation
cases.
During numerous discussions
of active
cases with these
officials,
we concluded
that there was a need for better
communication
of information
if the investigation
process was to
12
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The fact that some cooperative
efforts
between ODI and
improve.
the Office
of Chief Counsel have occurred
in the past does not
alter
our conclusion
that,
in the active
cases we reviewed,
comDOT's statement
that one employmunication
problems did exist.
ee’s views are not shared by responsible
superiors
further
supespecially
since that one employee is an
ports our conclusion,
essential
part of the ODI-Office
of Chief Counsel review process.
(DOT's entire
comments and our evaluation
of them are located
in app. V.)
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CHAPTER 3
IMPROVING RECALL NOTIFICATION

AND FOLLOWUP

METHODS COULD INCREASE OWNERRESPONSE RATES
Many owners fail
to have their
recalled
vehicles
or related
replacement
items corrected,
if necessary,
once they have been
notified
of the potential
defect
by the manufacturers.
In 1974
the Congress expressed
concern that a 75-percent
owner response
rate was too low; accordingly,
it passed legislation
designed
to increase
that rate.
The legislation
required,
among other
things,
that manufacturers
pay for defect
corrections
and that
recall
letters
be sent by first-class
rather
than certified
mail.
Since 1974 owner response rates have been much lower than
the 75-percent
rate that the Congress had hoped to increase.
According
to more current
NHTSA data, only about half of all
owners now respond to recall
letters
by taking
their
recalled
vehicles
to dealers
to be corrected.
In a July 1980 survey conducted
for NHTSA, owners of recalled
vehicles
gave a variety
of reasons for not responding
to
the recalls.
some owners said they did not receive
For example,
the recall
letters;
others
said they simply did not choose to
have the defects
corrected.
When asked to suggest ways to enhance response rates,
a relatively
large percentage
of the owners said that communication
and awareness of the recalls
should
be improved.
Over 20 percent of the owners responding
said that
the safety
implications
of the defect
should be stressed.
We
therefore
believe
that a higher owner response rate could occur if
better
methods are used to inform and remind them of the problem.
We found that recall
letters
are written
at a higher
reading level
than the reading
level of most adults;
consequently,
many owners may find the 'letters
difficult
to understand.
Studies show that most U.S. adults
(54 percent)
read at or below
the 11th grade level.
In our analysis
of 11 recall
letters,
we
found that nearly
all of them were written
at the college
reading level.
However, by simplifying
the wording of the letters
and redesigning
the format to highlight
certain
messages, we
were able to reduce the reading
level of those letters.
In addition
to the letter
changes, response rates may improve if owners are sent post cards shortly
after
a recall
begins to remind them that their
vehicle
was recalled.
This technique has greatly
increased
response rates for public
opinion
surveys,
and if used in recalls,
it may prompt more owners to
respond.
Any increase
in owner response rates,
in the long run,
would reduce the risk of accidents
caused by vehicles
with defects.
It could also lower manufacturers'
administrative
costs,
as the number of complete
followup
notices
similar
to the ones
the manufacturers
now send (at a higher postage cost than a
post card) would be reduced.
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OWNERRESPONSE RATES ARE LOW
According
to NHTSA, only about half of all owners notified
The
take their
recalled
vehicles
to a dealer
for correction.
following
chart shows the average year-by-year
owner response
rates (percentage
of the owners responding
to recalls),
separated by domestic
and foreign
manufacturer
recalls.
Safety Defect Recall Analysis
Manufacturers
Averaqe Response Rates
Domestic
-----------(percent)----------

1966-72
1973
1974
1975
1976
1977
1978
1979

56.2
64.4
75.4
55.1
48.9
44.6
52.5
58.6

54.2
43.5
48.0
47.3
65.1
22.7
31.7
40‘0

56.1
63.4
70.1
54.2
51.1
40.1
50.4
54.8

1966-79

55.4

40.6

53.5

A comparison
of domestic
recalls,
year-by-year,
indicates
that response rates have remained consistently
lower than they
its concern that the
were in 1974, when the Congress expressed
rates
were
too low.
Another comparison
shows that domestic manufacturers
in every year but 1976 appeared to have higher
rates
than foreign
manufacturers.
In recent years, however, especially
since 1976, a substantial
portion
of the foreign
recalls
have
included
motorcycles
and mopeds.
According
to NHTSA data, those
foreign
recalls
are often initiated
for defects
that appear unlikely
to result
in high response rates,
such as for replacing
erroneous
safety
certification
stickers.
Consequently,
it would
be unfair
to conclude
that the significant
foreign
recalls
fare
any worse or better
than domestic
recalls.
A July 1980 survey
conducted
for NHTSA by Market Facts,
Inc.,
("Study To Determine
why Vehicle
Owners Respond to or Ignore Recall Notifications")
showed that about 23 percent of the
vehicle
owners contacted
did not have their
vehicles
corrected
because (1) they did not have time,
(2) it was too inconvenient,
(3) they were too lazy,
(4) there was no problem,
or (5) they
did not think
the recall
was important.
To get more vehicle
owners to respond to recalls,
NHTSA
contracted
with American Management Systems, Inc.,
to determine
the feasibility
of using State agencies
to help manufacturers
in their
recall
notification
efforts.
The contractor's
report,
issued in August 1979 at a cost of $98,980,
concluded
that it
was highly
feasible
to use existing
State programs
to improve
15

recall
effectiveness.
programs that could
tions:

The report
described
a number of State
be used and made the following
recommenda-

--States
with periodic
motor vehicle
inspection
programs,
interested
in maximum response rates for critical
recalls,
should consider
recall
compliance
as a required
part of
the inspection.
--States
not having inspection
programs should
suspending
registered
vehicles
not complying
nated critical
recalls.

consider
with desig-

--States
interested
in improving
overall
response rates
should consider
requiring
dealers
to certify
that all
vehicles
serviced
or owned by them are in compliance
with recalls.
--States
with consumer affairs
agencies wishing
improve response rates should implement public
programs or issue followup
recall
notices.

to help
awareness

The report
concluded
that two State activities--verifying
recall'compliance
during
safety
inspections
and suspending
vehicle
registrations
for noncompliance--would
result
in owner
According
to the ODI Director,
response rates of 95 percent.
NHTSA could find no State willing
to participate
in those activities.
Even though two States,
Georgia and Alabama, are helping one manufacturer
by mailing
followup
letters
to owners,
their
experiments
are not being coordinated
with NHTSA.
RECALL LETTERS TO OWNERSNEED TO BE SIMPLIFIED
as mentioned
above, found that some owners
The 1980 survey,
fail
to respond to recalls
because they do not perceive
the defect to be a problem or do not believe
the recall
is important.
The survey also found that some owners believe
that communicaWe betion and awareness of the recalls
should be improved.
lieve those findings
indicate
that the owners may not have
understood
the recall
letters
as they are presently
written.
recall
letters
may therefore
need to be simpliManufacturers'
fied so that owners can easily
understand
the safety defect
and
the importance
of getting
the defect
corrected.
NHTSA regulations
largely
dictate
the content
of the letOur consultters,
but the manufacturers
actually
prepare them.
ant analyzed
several
recall
letters
and found that the wordinq
was difficult
to understand
because the letters
were (1) written
at a higher reading
level than that of most American adults
and
(2) poorly
organized
and did not highlight
important
information.
Appendix III
lists
articles
and textbooks
that explain
the importance
of those issues in getting
the public
to read
surveys and advertising
copy.
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The consultant
rewrote
and reorganized
one of the letters
The revised
letter
contains
to make it easier
to understand.
Based on the artithe same basic information
as the original.
cles and textbooks
we reviewed,
as well as our consultant's
we believe
owners would be more likely
experience
in this field,
to respond to a recall
if they better
understood
the problem
and knew what could happen if the defect
were not corrected.
NHTSA regulations
set
and language of recall

out the
letters

format

NHTSA regulations
require
much of the language in recall
These regulations,
published
in the Code of Federal
letters.
Regulations
(49 C.F.R. part 577) require
recall
letters
to begin
with the following
paragraphs:
"This notice
requirements
hicle
Safety

is sent to you in accordance
with
of the National
Traffic
and Motor
Act.

the
Ve-

"(Manufacturer's
name or division)
has determined
that a defect which relates
to motor vehicle
safety
exists
in (identified
motor vehicles,
in the case
of notification
sent by a motor vehicle
manufacidentified
replacement
equipment
in the case
turer;
of notification
sent by a replacement
equipment
[&/I
manufacturer)."
The regulations
also
lowing,
in any order:

require

that

the

letters

include

the

fol-

--A description
of the defect,
including
identifying
the
a description
of the possystem or equipment
affected;
sible
resulting
malfunction;
a statement
of operating
OK
other conditions
that could cause the malfunction:
and
any precautions
the owner should take before repair.
--An evaluation
of the risks
to motor vehicle
safety,
including
(1) either
a statement
that a crash could occur
without
warning or a statement
of what warning would
occur or (2) if a crash would not result,
a statement
of
the type of injury
that could result.
--The measures to be taken to remedy the defect,
including
(1) a statement
that the manufacturer
will
remedy it
without
charge,
if required,
and whether the remedy is
by repair
or replacement,
(2) the earliest
date it will
be remedied without
charge,
and (3) a general
description
L/This
language is used if a manufacturer
finds the safety
deThe
language
is
slightly
different
if
NHTSA
finds
the
fects.
defect
and/or the recall
involves
noncompliance
with a safety
standard.
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of the work involved
in the remedy and an estimate
the time needed to do the work.

of

--A

statement
informing
the owner that he or she can contact NHTSA (address and telephone
number are to be included}
if the owner believes
the vehicle
was not remedied
without
charge or the manufacturer
could not remedy it
within
60 days. L/

Reading

level

of recall

letters

is too high

Our consultant
analyzed
the reading
levels
of 11 recall
and found that they
letters
from foreign
and U.S. manufacturers
were at a reading
level
higher than the reading
level of most
He tested
these letters
using two standard
readU.S. adults.
The f ormuing formulas
that measure word and sentence length.
las were developed
by Edward Fry and Rudolph Flesch,
researchers
(App. II explains
how these two
in the field
of communications.
studies
on the usefulreading
formulas
work, and app. III lists
ness of these formulas
and the importance
of clarity
of reading
Most of these letters
were at the college
reading
material.)
Scores ranged from 12.4 years of education
(December of
level.
The Adult
12th grade) to 16.4 years (senior
year of college).
in 1975 at the University
of
Performance
Level Study, conducted
is widely
used as a benchmark of adult reading
Texas at Austin,
According
to this study,
54 percent
of U.S. adults
read
levels.
letters
are
at or below the 11th grade level.
Thus, the recall
written
at a reading
level
too high for most U.S. adults.
the
‘As a comparison,
several
major publications

table below gives the reading
using the Fry formula.

Publication
Ladies Home Journal
Driver ’ s Manual
Sports Illustrated
Reader 1s Digest
Instructions
for IRS Form 1040
Time Magazine
New York Times

Grade level
readability

levels

of

of

7
7
9
lo’
11
11

k/The regulations
list
different
and/or additional
requirements
for the letter
if (1) the remedy is through
service
facilities
other than those of the manufacturer
or its dealers,
(2) the
remedy is by replacement
or refund rather
than repair,
(3) the
recall
involves
tires
rather
than a motor vehicle,
or (4) the
law does not require
the repair
to be done free and the manufacturer
will
not repair
it free voluntarily.

Organization
and design of recall
make understanding
difficult

letters

Our consultant
found that organizational
and highlighting
techniques
in recall
letters
could be improved to make them
In the recall
letters
he analyzed,
our
easier
to understand,
consultant
noted that the most important
information--which
we
believe
is the safety
consequence --usually
appeared in the last
sentence of the second or third
paragraph.
In addition,
techniques such as underlining
or capital
letters
were seldom used
to draw attention
to important
information.
Our consultant
believes
the recall
letters
would more effectively
communicate
their
message if the possible
result
of
the defect,
of the
such as a crash, appeared at the beginning
He also believes
highlighting
this and other informaletter.
tion by underlining
and using capital
letters
could further
improve the reader's
ability
to understand
the entire
letter.
It is recognized
in the marketing
and advertising
fields
that
written
copy must contain
a clear message with the most important information
shown first
and that highlighting
techniques
are important
in getting
and keeping the reader's
interest.
Recall
letters
to understand

can be made easier

Our consultant
rewrote
and redesigned
a sample recall
letter to demonstrate
how letters
could be made easier
to understand.
The revised
letter
contains
the same information
as an
actual
(and typical)
letter
used in a recall,
but it
--reads
reads

at the 5th grade level while
at the 12th grade level and

the original

letter

--brings
the safety
consequence to the beginning
of
-._I the
letter
and highlights
important
information
to draw the
owner's attention
to it.
The original
and revised
letters
are on the following
two
pages.
We substituted
a fictitious
manufacturer's
name to avoid
associating
the letter's
readability
with a single
manufacturer.

ORIGINAL LETTER
Dear Roemobile Owner:
This notice is sent to you in accordance with the requirements
National Traffic
and Motor Vehicle Safety Act.

of the

Roe Motors Corporation
has determined that a defect which relates to
motor vehicle safety exists in some 1980 full size Roemobiles equipped
with V-6 engines.
Some of these vehicles may have insufficient
clearance between the
front brake pipe and the engine oil pan. This condition
could cause
the brake pipe to come in contact
with the left hand front edge of the
oil pan, resulting
in wear of the brake pipe at the point of contact.
Prolonged contact could cause the brake pipe to wear through, resulting
in a loss of brake fluid and subsequent loss of front brakes.
The
driver would be alerted to brake fluid loss by the illumination
of the
brake warning light on the dash panel and by an increase in brake pedal
The rear brake system would remain
travel during brake application.
functional.
Loss of front braking at a time when minimum stopping distance is required could result in vehicle crash without prior warning.
To prevent the possibility
of the brake pipe wearing through, please
contact your Roe Motors dealer on or after October 15, 1980 to arrange
an appointment to have your vehicle inspected and, if necessary,
corCorrection
may involve replacing
the brake pipe.
rected.
This service will be performed at no charge to you.
Parts and Instructions
for making this inspection
and correction
have
The labor time necessary to perbeen sent to your Roe Motors dealer.
form the inspections
is approximately
15 minutes.
The labor time
required to make the correction,
if required,
is approximately
30
minutes.
If you take your vehicle to your dealer on the appointment date and he
does not remedy the condition
without charge on that date, or within
five days, you should contact your nearest Roe Motors Zone Office
The locations
and
either in person or by telephone for assistance.
phone numbers of the Zone Offices are listed
in your Owner’s Manual.
If your dealer or Roe Motors fails or is unable to remedy this condition without charge within a reasonable time, you may wish to notify
the Administrator,
National Highway Traffic
Safety Administration,
Washington, D.C. 20590 .
Presentation
The enclosed owner reply card identifies
your vehicle.
of this card to your dealer will assist him in making the necessary
If you
correction
to your vehicle in the shortest possible time.
please let us know by competing the
have sold or traded your vehicle,
postage paid owner identification
reply card and returning
it to us.
We are sorry to cause you this inconvenience;
however,
we have taken
this action in the interest
of your safety and continued satisfaction
with our products.
Roe Motors Corporation

LETTER

REVISED
Deer

Roemobile

Owner:

The National Traffic
and Motor Vehicle Safety Act requires this
We found a safety defect in some 1980 full size Roemobiles
notice.
with V-6 engines.
WHAT

IS THE DEFECT?

There may not be enough space between the front brake pipe and the
the oil pan. This can
engine oil pan. If so, the brake pipe touches
When this happens, the brake
cause
the brake
pipe to wear through.
If you lose brake fluid,
fluid leaks, causing loss of the front brakes.
the brake light on the dash panel comes on and the brake pedal moves
The rear brakes will
closer to the floor when you apply the brakes.
still
work.
WHATCOULDHAPPEN?
short

Without front
distance.

brakes,

YOU

could crash if you need to stop in a

WNATSHOULDYOU DO?
make an appointment with your Roe Motors dealer on or after
15, 1980, to have your car inspected and, if necessary,
fixed-Your dealer has
FREE. Your dealer may have to replace the brake pipe.
It takes about 15 minutes to inspect
all
the parts and instructions.
your car and about 30 minutes to fix it, if needed.
Please

October

Give the enclosed card to your dealer when your car is inspected.
If you
It will help the dealer fix your car as quickly as possible.
sold or traded your car, please fill
in the owner's reply card and
mail to us.
WHATIF YOU HAVE PROBLEMS?
within

If

the

five

--contact

defect is not fixed - free - on your
(5) days, you should:
the nearest

appointment

Roe Motors Zone Office

date or

in person or by phone.

The address and phone numbers are in your Owner's Manual.
If the dealer or Zone Office does not or cannot
free or in a reasonable
time you can notify :
The Administrator
National Highway Traffic
Washington, D.C. 20590
We are sorry to inconvenience
and want you to be satisfied
with

Safety

fix

Administration

you but we care
products.

about

our

Roe Motors
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Corporation

your safety

The consultant
lowered the reading
level of the letter
by
using shorter
and more logical
sentences
and by substitutinq
familiar
words for unfamiliar
ones.
FIe eliminated
useless prepositional
phrases that hide the sentence's
meaning by putting
the logical
subject
first,
the verb second, and the object
Past.
For example,
the opening statement
was changed from:
"This notice
is sent to you in accordance
with
requirements
of the National
Traffic
and Motor
Vehicle
Safety Act."

the

"The National
requires
this

Act

to:

Traffic
notice."

and Motor

Vehicle

Safety

The consultant
also replaced
unclear
or unfamiliar
The table below
and phrases with more familiar
ones.
substitutions
he made.
Unfamiliar

words

in accordance
requirements
to arrange

and phrases
with
of

requires
make an appointment
free

to you

car

vehicle
a defect
which
motor vehicle
insufficient

relates
safety

to
exists

illumination
light)

has a safety

with
of

(the
fix

by completing
the postage paid
owner identification
card

fill

remain

still

functional
in pedal

space

touch

remedy

increase

defect

not be enough
(room)

clearance

to come in contact
by the
(the

Substitution

the

an appointment

at no charge

words
shows the

travel

light)

comes on

in the owner's
reply card
work

pedal moves closer
the floor

to

The following
examples,
taken from actual
recall
letters,
also show how shorter
and more logical
sentences,
combined with
familiar
words, can make sentences easier
ta read.
Example

1

“Loss of front
braking
at a time when minimum stopping distance
is required
could result
in vehicle
crash without
prior
warning.’
Revision
"Without
to stop

front
brakes,
you could
in a short distance."
Example

"As these fuel hoses are
in the effective
clamping
clips
could cause fuel to
warning,
thereby
causing
would result
in personal

crash

if

you need

2

pressurized,
a reduction
load of the attachment
be released,
without
a fire hazard which
injury.”

Revision
"You could be injured
if the attachment
clips
can't hold the pressurized
fuel hoses.
Fuel
warning,
causing a fire."
would leak, without
Recall letters
can be redesigned
to highlight
important
information
The consultant
highlighted
the most important
information
and reorganized
the letter
so that the possible
result--a
crash-He also highlighted
key words and phrases by undercomes first.
The opening statement,
lining
them and using capital
letters.
for example,
is in capital
letters
and is placed in a box.
Side
not used in the original
letters,
appear as questions,
captions,
such as:
WHAT IS THE DEFECT?
WHAT COULD HAPPEN?
WHAT SHOULD YOU DO?
WHAT IF YOU HAVE PROBLEMS?
These questions
ing further.
ODI recognized
recall
letters

encourage

the reader

to seek answers

by read-

a need to simplify

ODI recognized
understand
and get

the need to make recall
the reader's
attention.
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letters
easier
to
In 1978 ODI proposed

amending the regulations
easier
to understand.
--make the
important
paired;
--place
recall

to make the recall
Some of the proposed

letter
simpler
and
changes were to

letter
shorter
and simpler
and give the owner
information
needed to have the vehicle
re-

a statement
on the danger
at the top of the letter;

of not
and

responding

--require
the words "SAFETY NOTICE," in bold letters,
lined and overlined,
on the envelope and the first
of the recall
letter.

to the
underpage

ODI believed
those changes would help the owner understand
the
importance
of having the vehicle
corrected,
and that the changes
would not have a significant
economic impact on the motor vehicle
industry
or the Government.
ODI proposed monitoring
the
changes to determine
their
effect.
NHTSA's Office
of Chief
felt
that any changes needed in letter
format
Counsel,
however,
must be fully
substantiated
before they could be implemented.
No further
action
was taken on the issue.
We believe
the information in this chapter
supports
the need for such changes.
We also believe
that the cost of revising
recall
letters
would be negligible,
a view that ODI expressed
in 1978.
While
testing
the revised
letter
may involve
some additional
printing
cost if it is used with the original
letter,
subsequent
use of
the revised
letter
should cost no more than using the current
letter.
In the long run, the revised
letters
could even reduce
administrative
costs because if it increases
response rates,
manufacturers'
followup
costs should decline.
Each additional
response resulting
from the revised
letter
would represent
one
less followup
letter.
The next section
describes
the costs
saved by sending fewer followup
letters.
"REMINDER" POST CARDS COULD INCREASE OWNER
RESPONSE AND REDUCE ADMINISTRATIVE COSTS
In the 1980 survey conducted
for NHTSA, vehicle
owners were
asked to suggest ways to enhance recall
response rates.
A relatively
large percentage
of the owners suggested
improving
communication
and awareness of recalls.
The four manufacturers
that
we contacted
send followup
letters
to owners not responding
to
the first
letter.
However, they wait months after
the recall
is
initiated
before taking
followup
action.
ODI's monitoring
of
manufacturers'
followup
activities
indicates
that past efforts
have not been very effective
in improving
response rates.
Sending a post card reminder
shortly
after
the first
letter
is a technique
which has greatly
increased
response rates in the
survey research
field.
We believe
this technique
could be successful
in recalls
and possibly
reduce overall
administrative
costs because manufacturers
may not have to purchase as many
24

subsequent
owner lists
from outside
sources or send as many
NHTSA should
additional
followup
letters
to nonrespondents.
work with manufacturers
to test various
reminder
techniques
and
measure their
effect
on owner response.
Manufacturers
other efforts
-~

currently
follow
up and make
to increase
owner response-I___

The four manufacturers
that we contacted
said they send
followup
letters
to owners who do not respond to a recall
letter
These followeven though this effort
is not legally
required.
ups involve
the same administrative
costs (postage and printing,
for example) as the first
letter.
Three companies told us they
and their
dealers
also try other methods to improve owner
response.
The manufacturers
wait several
months before
Three said they wait 6 or more
up recall
letters.
fourth
said it monitors
owners' response rates and
up letters
when the response rates begin to decline.
company said it
recalls
we asked about, the latter
letters
4 to 12 months after
the first
letter.

issuing
followmonths.
The
issues
followIn specific
sent followup

The administrative
cost of sending a followup
letter
is
about the same as sending an original
recall
letter.
According
the current
method of followup
includes
to the manufacturers,
the same letter
and return
post card (to notify
the manufacturer
if the owner no longer has the car) as the original.
Thus, the
cost of printing
the letter
and postage are about the same.
In
generally
need to update their
addition,
however, manufacturers
original
owner lists
by purchasing
State registration
informause R.L. Polk & Comtion (the manufacturers
that we contacted
in increased
overall
administrative
costs.
pany) I resulting
The more followups
required,
the more the updated lists
cost.
The manufacturers
told us they
improve owner responses,
including:

also

try

other

methods

to

--Reminding
original
owners on maintenance
post cards of
any outstanding
recalls.
One manufacturer
sends post
cards to original
owners to remind them to have routine
maintenance
performed
and lists
any recalls
the owner
has failed
to have corrected.
--Prompting
dealers
to work directly
suade them to have their
recalled

with owners to percars inspected.

According
to ODI’s Chief,
Campaign Analysis
Branch, the manufacturers'
past followup
activities
have shown sporadic
results,
but overall
they have not been very effective
in increasing
response rates.

Studies
notices

in survey research
show reminder
improve response rates

Several
studies
in the survey and marketing
research
fields
show that a followup
post card reminder,
sent only a few days
after
a questionnaire
is sent, can significantly
improve response
rates.
This practice
has become widely
accepted in these fields.
The reminder
does not include
the same information
as the first
mailing
but simply reminds recipients
that they received
a questionnaire.
It is usually
mailed 3 to 5 days after
the first
mailing.
We reviewed
several
studies
that tested the use of reminders, which included
both letters
and post cards.
According
to
the studies,
sending a reminder
between 2 and 45 days after
the
first
mailing
achieved higher
response rates than when no reminder was used.
One study showed that a 3-day reminder
achieved
higher
response rates than reminders
sent later.
Another showed
that a simple reminder
resulted
in more responses
than a followup letter
containing
all the original
materials,
In addition,
a study showed that a post card was just
as effective
as a letter reminder
and noted that this method costs much less because
it is cheaper to print
and requires
less postage.
These studies
showed that reminders
can achieve response rates 16 to 21 percent higher
than when no reminder
is used.
(See app. IV for
the studies
reviewed.)
The example below suggests
language that may be used in a
reminder
post card.
This language is adopted from a reminder
that significantly
increased
responses
in a survey research
study.

Dear Roemobile

Owner:

1
A couple of days ago we sent you a letter
to tell
you that
If you have already
your Roemobile may have a safety
defect.
or have made an appointment
to
taken your car to your dealer,
do so, please consider
this a "thank you" for your promptness.
intending
to take care of it
If you have set this letter
aside,
later,
please call your dealer now to make an appointment.
This may be important
for your safety.
Roemobile

I

Corporation

-.-----1

We believe
followup
reminders
may help increase
Owner
response in recalls
and at the same time may reduce manufacturinvolvers’
administrative
costs.
For example, a 1981 recall
ing 320,266 vehicles
achieved
a 49.5-percent
completion
rate.
At that time, followup
letters
were sent 5 mo;lths after
the
initial
recall
letters.
If a reminder
post card had been used
as we suggest,
and if the original
response rate had improved
by 16 percent
(the lowest increase
in the survey research
studies we cited
above),
the manufacturer
would have had to send
51,000 fewer followup
letters
at the full
letter
postage rate.
Also, the manufacturer
would have had to purchase updated data
on 51,000 fewer owners from R.L. Polk & Company.
If a 21-percent improvement
were achieved,
followups
would have been some
67,000 fewer.
This decrease may have resulted
in a net savings
in administrative
costs.
MANUFACTURERSBELIEVE SIMPLER
---- RECALL
i%iTERS AND--REMINDERS WOULD BE HELPFUL
We discussed
our proposals
to make owner letters
more readable and to use reminder
post cards with officials
from Ford
Motor Company and General Motors Corporation.
These officials
agreed that more readable
letters
and reminder
post cards might
help increase
owner response rates.
Officials
from both companies said they would be willing
to work with NHTSA to test
these techniques
in actual
recalls.
While General Motors officials
cautioned
that monitoring
response rates of a control
group and a test group might be difficult,
Ford officials
said
that their
company's computer system could accommodate this
task fairly
easily.
Officials
from both companies raised
concerns about how results
from testing
these techniques
might be used.
While these
officials
felt
a regulatory
change in the letters'
wording might
be helpful,
they cautioned
that they would not favor a regulation requiring
letters
to be written
at a specific
grade level,
as such action
could result
in a lengthy
review and approval
process by NHTSA. Officials
from both companies also said they
did not think
that reminder
post cards should be mandatory
since
some recalls
achieve high response rates under the current
policies.
They noted, howeverp that if the tests proved successful,
they would probably
use the reminders
since they are committed
to achieving
the highest
possible
completion
rates.
CONCLUSIONS
A significant
number
letters.
Letters
informing
higher reading
level
than
generally
fail
to highlight
more owners would respond
easier
to read and if key
creases in response rates
manufacturers'
administrative

of owners do not respond to recall
owners of a recall
are written
at a
the reading
level of most adults
and
important
information.
We believe
to a recall
if these letters
were
information
were highlighted.
Indue to a revised
letter
could lower
costs by reducing
the number of
27

followup
notices
they send.
More importantly,
however,
increased
response rates mean that more owners are having their
defective
vehicles
corrected
and thus are reducing
the risk of accidents
caused by such defects.
Reminder post cards sent a few days after
the initial
recall letter
is sent may also improve owner response rates.
Studies have shown that these reminders
greatly
increase
response
rates from people who receive
survey research
questionnaires,
This technique
has become widely accepted
in the survey research
field.
The cost of these reminders
may be more than offset
by
These increases
the increases
in response rates they cause.
would lower the number of complete
followup
letters
that manufacturers
are now sending at the full
letter
postage rate and
would also reduce the number of owner updates the manufacturers
are now buying for followups.
RECOMMENDATIONS
We recommend
the Administrator,
ers to

that the Secretary
of Transportation
NHTSA, to work with motor vehicle

instruct
manufactur-

--change
the wording and format in a recall
letter
to lower
using suggestions
in this chapter,
and
‘its reading
level,
test the revised
letter
in an actual
recall
to determine
its effectiveness
in increasing
response rates and
--test
various
reminder
techniques
determine
whether they increase
cost effective.

in actual
recalls
to
response rates and are

Various
techniques
could be tested
in a single
recall.
Random groups of owners could receive
revised
letters
and variSome groups could receive
combinations
ous followup
reminders.
A control
group could reof reminders
and a revised
letter.
ceive only the current
letter
until
the normal followup
letter
is sent.
NHTSA and/or the manufacturers
would need to monitor
the response rates of these groups, however.
Manufacturers
would need to determine
whether any increase
An analysis
of
in response rates would result
from these tests.
benefits
should be based in part on the cost savings resulting
from (1) the lower number of complete
followup
letters
that must
be printed
and mailed at the full
letter
postage rate and (2) the
smaller
number of owners for which updated names and addresses
In any analysis,
however,
the safety
benefit
are purchased.
derived
from more owners responding
to the recall
must be viewed
as the paramount factor.

‘8 .I’1,
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AGENCY COMMENTSAND OUR
EVALUATION
.DOT stated
in its comments to our draft
report
that it
supports
all reasonable
efforts
to increase
consumer responsiveness to recalls
and it will
gladly
cooperate
in efforts
to simDOT further
plify
and clarify
the language of recall
letters.
stated
that the cooperation
promised by the two manufacturers'
representatives
we interviewed
would be required
in order for
that such efforts
major improvements
to be made. We recognize
from
the manufacturers.
Our discuswill
require
cooperation
sions with,officials
from Ford Motor Company and General Motors
Corporation
indicate
that they are willing
to work with NHTSA
on efforts
to improve the readability
of the recall
letters.
DOT noted, however, that certain
requirements
for the content of the recall
letters
are presently
prescribed
by NHTSA
regulation
and cannot lee changed without
time-consuming
rulemaking action.
In response to DOT's concern,
our Office
of
General Counsel has concluded
that use of a simplified
letter
such as we propose in this chapter would not violate
existing
NHTSA regulations
if the letter
is used in a joint
test project
involving
NHTSA and a vehicle
nanufacturer.
Further,
if the
simplified
letter
results
in greater
owner response rates,
there
is an informal
rulemaking
proced*Are contained
in the ;id.ninistrative Procedure Act (5 U.S.C. S553 (1966))
which our Office
of
General Counsel says is available
to RtITSA to revise
its present
regulations
expeditiously.
M3T noted that we may he overly
optimistic
about revising
the actual
limits
of behavioral
response through folY,jrnling
up
on recall
letters.
As we stated on page 5 of our rep!c?rt, we
cannot assure that our suggested
changes will
greatly
i;lcrease
owner response rates.
However, experts
we COnSUlted
3;:d studies
we reviewed
indicate
that changes such as we of r+??inder
post
cards could increase
the rates.
(DOT's entire
comments and our
evaluation
of them are located
in app. V.)
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$gTSA's

SAFETY DEFECT INVESTIGATION

PROCESS

The National
Traffic
and Motor Vehicle
Safety Act af 1966,
inspecas amended, gives NHTSA the authority
to perform tests,
and investigations
to identify
safety-related
defects
in
tions,
motor vehicles
and motor vehicle
equipment.
Using that authority,
NHTSA has established
an Office
of Defects
Investigation
with three divisions
--Defects
Information,
Engineering
Analysis,
and Defects Evaluation-and has given each specific
responsibilities
for performing
safety defect
investigations.
A description
of each Division's
responsibilities
follows.
Defects

Information

Division

This Division,
among other things,
gathers
and organizes
all information
NHTSA receives
relating
to possible
safety
defects
in motor vehicles
or replacement
equipment.
The information is received
in many forms and is the primary
source from
which NHTSA first
learns of possible
safety
defects.
The Division
operates
a toll-free
auto safety
hotline
(800-424-9393)
which gives 24-hour service
for consumers to
report
motor vehicle
safety
problems or request
information
on
NHTSA sends a questionnaire
to each consumer who calls
recalls.
the hotline
about his or her potential
safety
defect
so that
vital
information
NHTSA needs in its investigations
can be recorded.
The consumer fills
out the questionnaire
and returns
it to NHTSA for processing.
NHTSA was receiving
about 500
At the time of our review,
consumer calls
a day (either
by hotline
operator
or by a recordNHTSA was receiving
about 2,000 to
ing device).
In addition,
Some of the letters
were hotline
ques3,000 letters
a month.
others were unsolicited
complaints
from contionnaire
returns:
for recall
information,
or specific
defect
sumers, requests
search requests
from lawyers and other interested
parties.
The Division
staff
reviews consumer complaint
letters
and
questionnaire
forms and then enters those complaints
determined
to be safety-related
into the Division's
computerized
data base.
Copies of the complaint
letters
and questionnaire
forms are
then sent to the respective
manufacturers
for their
records.
NHTSA's computerized
data base contains
other information-service
bulletins
that describe
specific
such as manufacturers'
repair
procedures
to be followed
by dealers,
motor vehicle
warrecall
reports--which
can also be
ranty data, and past defect
All computerized
used to support
safety
defect
investigations.
data is stored for 9 years (complying
with an 8-year-old
statute
of limitation
requirement).
Periodically,
the Division
staff
uses a computer program
to identify
large numbers of complaints
known as the I'trender"
This program
made against
similar
vehicle
makes and models.
30
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can provide
replacement
turns over
vision
for
Engineerinq

early warnings
to alert
the staff
that a vehicle
In those instances,
the
item may be defective.
all pertinent
data to ODI's Engineering
Analysis
further
analysis.
Analysis

GT
staff
Di-

Division

This Division
reviews
other documents to analyze
As part of
safety
defects.
sion staff
examines hotline
manufacturers'
and dealers'
and other pertinent
sources
pinpoint
the problem.

numerous consumer complaints
and
and identify
potentially
dangerous
an engineering
analysis,
the Diviquestionnaires,
accident
reports,
service
bulletins,
prior
recalls,
for data that could identify
or

At the start
of an engineering
analysis,
the staff
will
usually
notify
the manufacturer
that it is analyzing
a possible
The staff
will
ask the manufacturer
to submit detailed
defect.
information
on the particular
item in question
to help the ODI
The staff
may also
engineers
analyze the extent
of the problem.
perform
tests during
this phase to help determine
the cause of
Because an engineering
analysis
is an internal
the problem.
NHTSA activity
that precedes a formal
investigation,
the staff
is not required
to make the analysis
available
to the public.
analysis
file
is maintained
for public
However, an engineering
view, and occasionally
NHTSA will
issue a press release
if a
potential
defect poses an immediate
threat
to safety.
As part of a recent effort
to improve its time frames,
the
staff
has taken informal
steps to generally
open "inquiries"
beAn inquiry
is much
fore or instead
of engineering
analyses.
less detailed
and consists
of a limited
request
for information
from the manufacturer.
Within
a relatively
short period,
the
staff
can decide whether it wants to proceed with an engineering
analysis,
close the inquiry
without
additional
work, or continue
the inquiry
to obtain more information
on the potential
problem.
if a manufacturer
determines
that a safety
During an inquiry,
defect
exists
and initiates
a recall,
there may be no further
need to.analyze
the problem.
A manufacturer
may also agree to conduct a recall
during
an
engineering
analysis,
which could negate any further
need for
If a manufacturer
takes no such action,
the
NHTSA analysis.
after
reviewing
all information
pertinent
to the engineerstaff,
may decide that a formal
investigation
is warranted.
ing analysis,
from ODI and
A NHTSA review panel --made up of representatives
NHTSA's Office
of Chief Counsel--will
then evaluate
the information and determine
either
to
--open

a formal

investigation,

--perform
additional
engineering
ing a final
decision,
or
--close

the engineering

analysis.

analysis

work before

mak-
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Evaluation

Division

This Division
conducts
formal investigations
after
NHTSA's
review panel decides to proceed beyond the engineering
analysis
ODI notifies
the manufacturer
that it has opened an inphase.
vestigation.
This notification
allows
the manufacturer
the
opportunity
to open its own investigation
if it has not already
done so.
ODI also prepares
a press release
to inform the public
that it is conducting
a formal
investigation.
The purpose of
the formal
investigation
is to collect
as much additional
information on the potential
safety defect
as possible
so that NHTSA
can sufficiently
demonstrate-both legally
and technically--that
a safety-related
defect
does exist.
During a formal
investigation,
the staff
may contract
with
outside
sources for additional
tests
if it believes
the tests
conducted during
the engineering
analysis
phase were not sufficient
to adequately
support
its case.
will
Also, the staff
usually
contract
to have interviews
conducted with vehicle
owners
Durwho have experienced
the safety
defect
being investigated.
ing those interviews,
the contractor
will
collect
tangible
eviparts and photographs,
to help support
dence, such as vehicle
the case.
At the end of each formal
investigation,
a report
which includes
such things
as
--the
--a

basis

for

the

description

--information
--test

prepares

the

investigation,

the manufacturer,

results,

--consumer
--other

staff

investigation,

of what was done during
from

the

letters,
documents

and
pertinent

to the

investigation.

The report
generally
concludes
with a recommendation
that an
initial
determination
of defect be made or that the case be
All recommendations
require
the conclosed without
a recall.
When the Chief Counsel
currence
of the Office
of Chief Counsel.
concurs with an initial
determination
of defect,
NHTSA's Deputy
Administrator
must also approve the determination
before the
NHTSA notifies
the manuAfter
this approval,
case can proceed.
facturer
that it has made an initial
determination
of defect
and
has had a public
notice
printed
in the Federal Register.
The manufacturer
then has an opportunity
to present
its
or it can decide to go ahead with the
views at a public
hearing,
recall.
If the manufacturer
decides to present
its views at a
public
hearing
and the NHTSA Administrator
believes
that a final
determination
of defect
is warranted
after
the public
hearing,
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the manufacturer
must initiate
a recall
to correct
the safety
NHTSA will
proceed with court action
against
defect.
Otherwise,
The final
decision
to recall
or not to recall
the manufacturer.
is then made by the court.
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READABILITY

THE FLESCH READABILITY

FORMULAS

FORMULA

Purpose
"reading
ease" or difficulty
of reading
To determine
material,
using word and sentence lengths
as variables.
Assumptions

1.

Sentences containing
many words are,
to read and comprehend than sentences
words.

2.

Words containing
many syllables
tend to be more difficult
to read and comprehend than words containing
fewer syllables.

in general,
containing

harder
fewer

Procedure
Count
A lOO-word sample starting
at the beginning
of the first
complete paragraph
on every 10th page.
Count contractions
and
hyphenated
words as one word: count as words numbers separated
by space: count the number of syllables
in each loo-word
sample;
figure
the average sentence length
for all samples combined.
In
each loo-word
sample, find the sentence ending nearest
the 100word mark, e.g.,
94th or 109th word.
Count sentences
to that
point and divide
words in those sentences
by number of sentences.
Formula
Reading

ease - 206.835

- .846WL - 1.015

SL

'
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Scoring
Average
syllables
per 100
words

Average
number of
words per
sentence

Very
difficult

192+

29+

The difficulty
of
very difficult
technical
material-may require
professional
training to read

30-50

Difficult

167

25

College

SO-60

Fairly
difficult

155

21

Sophomore, junior,
or senior
in high
school

60-70

Standard

147

17

8th grade or high
school freshman

70-80

Fairly

139

14

7th grade

80-90

Easy

131

11

6th grade

Reading
ease
score
O-30

Source:

Description
of style

easy

"HOW To Test
Flesch,
Rudolf,
Publishers,
Inc.,
New York:

Public
grade

Readability,"
1951.

school
level

level

Harper

St Row,
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THE FRY READABILITY

GRAPH

a grade-level

for

Purpose
To determine

score

reading

material,

Assumptions
Difficulty
increases
in terms of grade levels
as number of
syllables
and number of words increase
in sentences.
Procedure
Randomly select
three loo-word
passages from a book or an
article.
Plot average number of syllables
and average number
of sentences
per 100 words on graph to determine
the grade level
of material.
Scoring
Plot

on graph

to obtain

grade-level

score.

25.0
20.0
16.7
14.3

3.5
3.3
3.0
2.5
2.0
108-

112

116

120

124

128

136

132

140

144

146

152 166

160

164

168

172

176

180 182+

Average Number of Syllables per 100 Words
Fry Readability

Graph

Edward

Fry, “Fry’s

Reeding

21, No. 3 (December

Readability

Graph:
1977),

Ciassifications,Validity,

p. 249.

and Extension

to Level

17.”

Journal

Of
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STUDIES ON READABILITY

Bringe,
1979,

Paul.
p. 96.

"Upgrading

Tested
Caples, John.
Brothers,
1961.
Feber,
Hill

Letter

Advertisinq

AND COMPREHENSION

COPY," Direct
Methods,

New York:

Robert.
Handbook of Marketing
Research,
Book Company, 1974, pp. 1-86 to l-93.

"Is

There a Relationship
Between Advertising
Inquiry
Production. 3" Cahners Advertising
No. 150.1.

Levine,
S., and Gerald Gordon.
"Maximizing
Questionnaires,"
Public
Opinion Quarterly,
PP* 568-575.
Stansfield,
Richard H. The Dartnel
book, Chicago and London:
Dartnel

Marketing,

May

Parper

New York:

and
McGraw-

Readership
and
Research Report,
Returns
Winter

on Mail
1958,

Advertising
Manaqer's
Press, 1977.

Hand-
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LNE§.S.OF-REMINDERNOT-ICE>
Walter E,, and James H. Lade I “A Test of the Usefulness
of the Postcard Technique in a Mail Questionnaire
Study,“’
Pub1i.c Q&n.i?n Qua.r-t-erly., Vol. 27, Summer 1963, pp. 303-306.

Boek,

“Increasing
Mail Questionnaire
Dillman,
Don.
Samples of the General Public,"
Pub--ini-o-n
Vol. 36, 1972, pp. 254-257.
Erdos,

Response in Large
Qu-aret*,

Paul.

"Data Collection
Methods:
Mail Surveys,"
Ferber,
Robert (CED) . Handbook pf Ma.r.keting. -Research, New York:
McGraw-Hill
Book Company, 1974, pp. 2-100 to 2-102.

Etzel,
Michael J., and Bruce J. Walter.
University
of Kentucky,
"Effects
of Alternative
Follow-up
Procedures
on Mail Survey
Response Rates,"
J-ournal of .Apied,
Vol. 59,
No. 2, 1974, pp. 219-221.
Francel,
Story,"

"Mail-Administered
E.G.
Journal
of Marketing

Questionnaires:
A Success
Research, Vol. 3, 1966, pp.

89-92.
“Increasing
Mail Questionnaire
Returns
Heaton, Jr.,
Eugene.
Journal
of Mark~eting- Research,
With a Preliminary
Letter,"
Vol. 5, 1965, pp. 36-39.
"Factors
AffectHeberlein,
Thomas A., and Robert Baumgartner.
A Quantitative
ing Response Rates to Mailed Questionnaires:
Analysis
of the Published
Literature,"
American Spciol
Review, Vol. 43, Aug. 1978, pp. 447-467.
"Mail Surveys and Response
and Conrad Berenson.
Kanuk, Leslie,
Rates:
A Literature
Review,"
Journal
of Marketing
Research,
Vol. 12, Nov. 1975, pp. 440-453.
Responses to Mailed QuestionArnold S. "Stimulating
Linsky,
Public Opinion Quarterly,
Vol. 39, Spring
A Review,"
naires:
1975, pp. 82-101.
Robert C., and Mary Alice Meyer.
Nichols,
Follow-ups
in Mail Questionnaire
Surveys,"
Quarte,rly,
Vol. 30, 1966-67,
p. 307.

"Timing
Public

Postcard
Opinion
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Assistant Secretary
for Administrailon

Mr.
Henry
Eschwege
Director,
Community
and
Development
Division
U.S.
General
Accounting
Washington,
D.C.
20548
Dear

Mr.

400 Seventh St, S.W.
Washington, D C 23590

Economic
Office

Eschwege:

We have enclosed
two copies
of the
reply
to the
General
Accounting
Needed
to Improve
the Motor Vehicle

Department
of Transportation’s
(DOT)
Office
(GAO)
draft
report,
“Changes
Recall Program,”
h/ dated June 7, 1982.

We share
GAO’s
concern
with
improving
the effectiveness
of motor
vehicle
safety
recalls
and intend
to use all reasonable
means
to implement
GAO’s
we disagree
with
GAO’s
apparent
conclusion
recommendations.
However,
that there
is Snadequate
communication
between
the National
Highway
Traffic
Safety
Administration’s
(NHTSA)
Office
of Defects
Investigation
(001)
and
Office
of Chief
Counsel
(OCC)
and note that
the draft
report
omits
any
discussion
of several
important
ODI-OCC
cooperative
efforts
during
Fiscal
Several
additional
examples
of fully
cooperative
efforts
have
Year
1981.
occurred
in the six months
since the GAO investigators
visit.
DOT requires
by
incorporating
specific
management
objectives
into
such
efforts
and,
confidently
expects
them to continue.
performance
standards,
If we can

further

assist

you,

please

let

us know.
Sincerely,

Enclosures

report
title
Vehicle
Recall
Hazards."

L/The

was revised
Program Could

to "Changes to the Motor
Reduce Potential
Safety

39
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DEPARTMENTOF TRANSPORTATIONREPLY
TO
GAO DRAFT REPORTON "CHANGES
NEEDEDTO IMPROVETHE MOTORVEHICLE
RECALL PROGRAM"

A.

SUMMARYOF GAO FINDINGS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

The GAO found that National
Highway Traffic
Safety
Administration
(NHTSA) safety defects investigations
have
resulted
in the correction
of 50-70% of the nearly 128 million
tires and other items of motor vehicle equipment
vehicles,
and
recalled
since the passage of the National Traffic
Motor Vehicle Safety Act of 1966, but that more could be
done to improve the timeliness
of recalls
and the rate of
GAO recommended: (1) improving
Specifically,
owner response.
communication and coordination
between NHTSA's Office of
Defects Investigation
(ODI) and Office of Chief Counsel (OCC)
effort
between NHTSA
to eliminate
delays: (2) a cooperative
and vehicle manufacturers
to simplify
defect notification
letters
and test the revised letters
in an actual recall
effort
between NHTSA and
campaign: and (3) a cooperative
vehicle manufacturers
to test various "reminder techniques,"
such as follow-up
post cards, to see if they increase response
rates and are cost-beneficial.

GAO conducted most of its review in November-December
1981. The GAO Report emphasizes defect investigations
pending in NHTSA at the time of the GAO review, but covers
the defect recall program since its inception.
'[GAO COMMENT: This

our basic

findings

summary is an accurate restatement
of
and recommendations.
Our review,
how-

ever, was conducted
from September 1981 to
November-December
1981 time frame referred
not include
the entire
period of our review,
it included
only the portion
of our review
ined ODI's engineering
analyses
and formal
case files.]

March 1982.
The
to by DOT did
but rather,
wherein we examinvestigation

APPENDIX V
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SUMMARYOF DEPARTMENTOF TRANSPORTATIONPOSITION

The Department of Transportation
(DOT) shares GAO's
concerns. The identification
and correction
of procedural
and institutional
delays within the NHTSA enforcement and
rulemaking offices
has been a high priority
of this Administration.
It has resulted
in specific
corrective
actions
already taken with respect to the process of reviewing and
deciding upon petitions
for rulemaking or exemption.
The
questions presented by the subject GAO Report have been
The NHTSA intends to use all reasonable
similarly
under review.
means to implement GAO's recommendations,
including
improved
and formalized
"fail
safe" procedures to enhance coordination
between NHTSA offices.
DOT does not agree with the GAO
investigator's
apparent conclusion
that there are systematic
failures
of communication between NHTSA's Office of Defects
Investigation
(ODI), and Office of Chief Counsel (OCC).
We note that the GAO Report includes no discussion
of several
important ODI-OCC cooperative
effarts
during fiscal
year
1981, including
the sharply negotiated
resolution
of several
major investigations
(most significantly,
the Ford transmission
settlement,
the General Motors mid-sized car rear window
defroster
recall,
the Toyota HiLux Pickup shimmy recall,
and
buses).
the AM General recall
of M.A.N. articulated
Several
additional
examples of fully cooperative
efforts
have occurred
in the six months since the GAO investigator's
visit.
DOT
requires
such efforts
and, by incorporating
specific
management
objectives
into performance standards,
confidently
expects
them to continue.
action
to
(GAO COMMENT: We commend NHTSA for implementing
Although
NHTSA
enhance coordination
between its offices.
may not agree that a communication
problem between ODI and
the Office
of Chief Counsel does exist,
our discussions
with officials
from both offices
indicate
that better
communication
of their
information
needs could improve the invesIn our report
recommendation,
we state
tigation
process.
that the NHTSA Administrator
should specifically
look at
whether better
coordination
and more direct
communication
could speed up the process.
In response to WT's comment that our report
includes
no
discussion
of several
important
cooperative
efforts
between ODI and the Office
of Chief Counsel during
fiscal
was limited
to
year 1981, we point out that our report
investigation
cases that were active
at the time of our
Of 20 active
cases, 11 were shown by ODI to be in
review.
When we examined those
the Office
of General Counsel.
we found that three cases had already
cases individually,
resulted
in recalls
so the only pending Chief Counsel
action
in those cases was to determine
what confidential

APPENDIX V
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APPENDIX V
could
a penalty

not be included
in the public
file
or
should be imposed against
the manufacturer
for attempting
to prolong
the recalls.
Two of the
case examples cited in the DOT comment above were included
in the three cases we identified
as having resulted
in recalls.
Our primary
concern,
however, as discussed
in our
report,
was on how to speed up the Chief Counsel review on
those cases still
awaiting legal decisions,
which represented
the majority
of the active cases we examined.1

whether

DOT also believes that the GAO Report reflects
an overly
simplistic
view of the defect investigation
process. It
improperly
adopts a quantitative
rather than a qualitative
approach to the analysis of NHTSA’s investigative
activities.
Many of the views attributed
to one .employee in the Report
are not shared by responsible
superiors,
whom the GAO investigator
did not interview.
Thus DOT does not fully
agree with the
GAO investigator’s
conclusion
that cases frequently
are
stalled
in OCC and then improperly returned
to ODI merely
to update stale evidence.
In fact, OCC's contribution
to
the development of evidence in cases referred
by ODI is
often substantial,
and can be determinative
to success from
a legal standpoint.
Particularly
where novel or close questions
of law are involved,
cases properly remain administratively
assigned to OCC rather than ODI while further
evidence is
being developed.
[GAO COMMENT: We agree with DOT that the Office
of Chief
Counsel's
contribution
to the development
of evidence
is
often substantial
in cases referred
by ODI.
We also
recognize
that some cases are not returned
to ODI "merely
to update stale evidence,”
as DOT incorrectly
attributed
sento our report.
However, we have added the following
tence to our report in order to eliminate
any possible
misinterpretation
as a result
of DOT's comments:
"Some of the delays could be unavoidable,
as
Chief Counsel may have to develop substantial
that the ODI
evidence before
it can conclude
recommendation
is or is not supported."
DOT's comment that one employee's
views are not shared by
responsible
superiors
further
supports
our contention
that there are differences
of opinion
within
NHTSA's
offices
that cannot be ignored
if the defect
investigation
This is especially
true in this
process is to improve.
as the employee questioned
is responsible
for
instance,
ODI's decisionmaking.]
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DOT supports
to recall

efforts
to increase consumer responsiveness
and will gladly cooperate with manufacturers
to simplify
and clarify
the language of recall
letters.
DOT believes
that controlled
experiments

campaigns

in efforts
notification
could be conducted,

with the cooperation
of the manufacturers,
to determine
the effectiveness
of various types of notifications.
First,
many recall
issues are exceedingly
complicated
and

do not lend themselves to overly simplified
explanations.
In such cases, the policy preference would be to convey more
rather than less substantive
information.
Second, relatively
few recalls
in fact represent extremely grave or urgent elements
Oversimplification
in all recall
cases
of risk or exposure.
could lead to the equally undesirable
results
of either
raising
false levels
of apprehension
and public alarm, or
inappropriate
minimalization
of the actual risks presented.
DOT notes that the GAO investigator
is perhaps excessively
optimistic
about the chances of simplifying
the language of
recall
notifications
without first
conducting
time-consuming
notice and comment rulemaking to amend NHTSA's regulations
covering defect notification
campaigns. DOT will
consider
initiating
such rulemaking,
Finally,
DOT notes that recall
campaign completion rates seem to be improving,
and that the
completion rate for seven recent campaigns varied between 65
and 84% (numbers rounded off to nearest whole number),
in large part to
We believe this improvement is attributable
ODI's recently-implemented
procedure
of reviewing
every
recall
campaign after six months and contacting
the manufacturer
to suggest consideration
of possible further
action if
the six-month
review reveals a campaign completion
rate of
less

than

50%.

[GAO COMMENT: If NHTSA and the motor vehicle
manufacturers
work together
to implement our suggested
changes to the
recall
letters,
we are confident
that they can jointly
select
appropriate
recalls
to measure the revised
letter's
effectiveness.
However, we disagree
with DOT's statement
that time-consuming
rulemaking
action
will
be necessary
before any attempts
to simplify
the recall
letters
can be
made.
Our Office
of General Counsel has concluded
that
use of a simplified
recall
letter
as we propose in our report will
not violate
existing
NHTSA regulations
if it is
used in a joint
test project
involving
NHTSA and a vehicle
manufacturer.
Further,
if the use of a simplified
recall
letter
should result
in greater
owner response to the recall,
NHTSA could revise
its present
regulations
expeditiously
by an informal
rulemaking
procedure
contained
in
the Administrative
Procedure Act (5 U.S.C. S553 (1966)).]
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Furtherb we not .e that GAO may also be over1 y optimistic
about
the possibility
of rev Asing the actual limi ts of behavioral
response tzhroug h follc Iwing up on recall
not ,ification
latters,
For example, in one of the most publicized
recalls
in
history,
the Ford Pinto fuel sy,stem recall,
which in volved a potentially
serious risk to life,
and which was accompa nied by widespread
media attention
as we1 1 as a follow-up
campaign by the manufacturer,
the recall
resp onse ra te was only 52%.
[GAO COMMENT: Studies
in survey and marketing
research
show that a followup
post card reminder,
sent only a few
days after
a questionnaire
is sent, can significantly
imFurther,
our discussions
with offiprove response rates.
cials
from Ford Motor Company and General Motors Corporation indicate
that they would be willing
to use reminder
in increasing
post cards to see if they are successful
Our report
recommends
owner response rates for recalls.
that NK’SA work with the vehicle
manufacturers
to determine the effectiveness
of various
reminder
techniques.
section
of our
In the Objectives,
Scope, and Methodoloqy
we acknowledge
that we cannot assure that our sugreport,
Howgestions
will
greatly
increase
owner response rates.
ever, we believe
such an attempt
is worth the effort.1

c.

POSITION STATEMENT

The draft GAO Report emphasizes the needs to speed up the
recall program and to increase owner responsiveness
to recall
and makes several recommendations intended to further
notices,
these goals.
all reasonable

NHTSA shares

GAO's concerns

and intends

to use

means to implement its recommendations.
However, the agency notes that both the recommendations and
itself,
reflect
an apparent misconception
the draft report,
of the investigative
process and the institutional
roles of
The report presents
the various participants
in that process.
a greatly
oversimplified,
quantified
view of the defect
determination
process which apparently
is derived almost
exclusively
from the GAO investigator’s
interview
with the
head of ODI, and which mistakenly
assumes that all “delays”
are avoidable.

’
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[GAO COMMENT: It is difficult
for us to comprehend how
NHTSA can share our concerns and implement our recommendations
if it disagrees with the findings
within
the reNowhere in our report
do we mistakenly
assume that
port.
all delays are avoidable.
However, we do point out that
the 11 investigation
cases reported
by ODI to be in the
Office
of Chief Counsel were still
there after
an average
of 14 months and legal decisions
were still
pending in
eight cases.
The extreme case had been in the Office
of
Chief.Counsel
for 41 months.
NHTSA officials
Surely,
cannot believe
that an investigation
review process which
takes this long can be very effective.
Regarding
DOT's statement
that much of our report
was based
on views expressed
by the head of ODI, we find it difficult
to respond to that allegation.
Since only two offices
are
involved
in the defect
investigation
process--0DI
and Chief
Counsel-- our interviews
were exclusively
between officials
of those two offices.
When ODI completes
an investigation,
its recommendations
must be concurred
with or denied by the
Office
of Chief Counsel.
Regardless
of how Chief Counsel
decides,
it is imperative
that a decision
be made in a timely
manner.
Our discussions
with NHTSA staff
from both ODI and
the Office
of Chief Counsel indicate
that better
coordination and communication
is needed to improve the investigation
process.
NHTSA's positive
response to our recommendation
should help to alleviate
this problem.]

1.

Misplaced
a.

Emphasis on Delays

Cases in Litiqation

A principal
focus of the report and recommendations is
length of time required
to complete investigations
The GAO casts this portion
of the report in
and review.
of delays,"
apparently
implying
terms of the "reduction
that all time spent in review of Office of Defects Investigation
While it goes without saying
(ODI) recommendations is excessive.
that the prompt removal of defective
vehicles
from the highways
it is not always possible
to avoid a lengthy
is desirable,
where the alleged defect
investigatory
process , particularly
is difficult
to prove and the manufacturer
denies its existence,
to safety.
oh more commonly, its relation

on the

notes

For example,
at page i that

section of the Draft
the "Digest"
"[iln
seven cases involving
court

Report
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action to get manufacturers
to recall,
the entire process
took from 67 to 86 months to complete, and the highest subsequent
owner response rate was 20.5 percent,
far below the average
response rate.”
(A similar
observation
appears in Chapter 2
of the Draft Report at page 6.)
These seven cases represent the sum total of the
agency’s defects enforcement litigation
over the entire
period of its existence,
and formed the foundation
and
legal definitions
on which all subsequent recalls
were based.
. They thus include the very first
cases brought by the agency,
when there was no directly
applicable
precedent and the
agency's legal theories were novel as well as hotly contested.
Such litigation
normally includes time-consuming
pretrial
discovery procedures which the Supreme Court, in drafting
the Federal Rules of Civil Procedure, has seen fit to accord
to all participants
in Federal civil
litigation.
Whenever
possible,
the agency has utilized
the procedural
device
known as the motion for summary judgment in efforts
to avoid
full trials
with their attendant
further
delays.
While the agency
has not always prevailed
with this strategy,
its notable
successes have created landmark precedents for government
regulatory
action whose benefits
have accrued to all other
agencies with similar
responsibilities.
In addition,
appeals have followed the lower court
decision
in many litigated
defect enforcement cases, postponing
In virtually
the ultimate
outcome of the matters still
further.
all such cases, the length of time required to complete
these proceedings was beyond the agency's control.
Finally,
where on balance the interest
of safety would be served, the
agency has not hesitated
to settle pending litigation
to
achieve early resolution.
(E.g., the Order of Settlement
in
United States v. Fiat Motors of North America, D.D.C., No.
80-0025).
Although the agency ultimately
prevailed
in all of these
fully-litigated
cases, the GAO surely is not suggesting that
the manufacturers
should not have been able to avail themselves
of their rights to procedural
due process, or that the agency
should have refrained
from litigating
because litigation
However, the GAO investigator's
would be time-consuming.
analysis of the length of time required for Office of Chief
Counsel (OCC) review of ODI case disposition
recommendations
apparently
proceeds from such an assumption,
i.e.,
that
OCC's role is to "rubber stamp" ODI or, at any rate, to
perform only a superficial
review of the ODI investigative
This is not the case.
report,
without any further
analysis.
The OCC procedure is for the OCC staff lawyer assigned to
the case to obtain a copy of the entire
investigative
file,
This has
and to review the file as well as the ODI report.
proved by experience to be necessary in order to reconcile
engineering
and legal interpretations
of information.
Of
course, it is also time-consuming.
46
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in stating
that we are not
[GAO COMMENT: DOT is correct
suggesting
that manufacturers
should not have been able to
avail
themselves
of their
rights
to procedural
due process
or that NHTSA should have refrained
from litigating
because
DGT's lengthy
comments
litigation
would be time-consuming.
preceding
that statement
are entirely
unwarranted,
however,
and are taken completely
out of context
of the report.
The section
of the report
referred
to by DOT (page i of the
Digest and page 6 of the report
body) discusses
the effect
that lengthy
investigations
have on recall
response rates-the longer
it takes to initiate
a recall,
the less owners
In an effort
respond by having their
vehicles
repaired.
to provide
examples to support
that statement,
we referred
to court-action
cases whereby recalls
were initiated
after
several
years of investigation.
The investigation
process
in those cases had taken up to 86 months to complete,
and
the owner response rates were far below the average response
rates of the other recalls.
However, in order to avoid any
possibility
that this segment of the report
will
be misunderstood, we have revised
the sentence to read:
"For example,
in six lJ cases .wherein the
entire
process took from 67 to 86 months to
complete,
the vehicles
were 5 to 19 years old
by the time they were recalled.
The subsequent owner response rates ranged from 8 to
20.5 percent,
far below the average response
rate of the other recalls."
l/One of the seven cases referred
to in our
draft
report
was eliminated
in the final
report because the response rate on that case
was not available
at the time of our review.1
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The GAO investigator
also has concluded that after
cases have been stalled
in OCC, they are returned to ODI
merely ta update stale evidence.
In fact, examination of
the list of eleven ODI cases pending in OCC at the time of
the GAO inve$tigator’s
visit
reveals that OCC’a contribution
to the development of evidence in cases referred
to it far
closing by ODI is frequently
far more substantial;
that
frequently,
cases remain administratively
in OCC while further
evidence is being developed: and that the length of time
required
for OCC review often includes significant
correspondence
back and forth between NHTSA and the manufacturer.
sentences have been added to
[GAO COMMENT: The following
the report to recognize the Office of Chief Counsel's contribution
to the defect investigation
pr@.Xss:
"Some of the delays could be unavoidable,
as
Chief Counsel may have to develop substantial
evidence before it can conclude that the ODI
recommendation is or is not supported."
Also,

further

in the report,

we state:

"ODI officials
told us that as investigation
cases are delayed in the Office of Chief
investigation
work will
Counsel, additional
continually
be needed, as it may no longer
be appropriate
to support ODI recommendations
made months or years before."]
b.

Cases Recommended for Closinq

In one case referred
by ODX to OCC for closing in
July 1978, OCC disagreed with ODI’s recommendation;
issued
several sets of “special
orders" (mandatory informationgathering
requests,
akin to subpoenas) to both the vehicle
manufacturers
and component manufacturers;
took administrative
depositions,
and met informally
with the manufacturer
several
times.
These proceedings resulted
in the eventual recall
of
some 1,165,OOO additional
vehicles,
at several different
times,
as the manufacturer
conducted further
testing
and inspections
at OCC's urging.
The length of time required
for this process
resulted
in part from the highly technical
nature of the
materials
OCC obtained from the manufacturer
and its suppliers,
which required statistical
and cGmpGrative analysis by both
lawyers and engineers.
However, the potential
hazard from
and the time appears to have been
the defect was decapitation,
well spent.
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In another case referred
by ODI for closing in
September 1979, OCC lawyers also pursued further
investigation,
drafted a follow-up
investigatory
letter
for the ODI Director's
signature,
and conducted an administrative
deposition,
as
well as requesting
accident data from ODI. While OCC ultimately
concurred in the recommendation to close, it was only after
analysis
of the additional
material
received that it was
able to do so. We note that according to the recordr this
case remained in OCC throughout the period while the followup
investigation
was being pursued.
Of four other recommended case closings pending in OCC
at the time of the GAO investigator's
visit,
two were matters
where OCC had previously
recommended further
development of
data because of questions about the sufficiency
of the evidence
rather than problems with its recency; the third was apparently
suitable
for closing but a matter of low priority;f/
the
fourth was one involving
alleged underhood fires,
in which
the Chief Counsel's office did not concur in closing on the
basis of the record developed by ODI, and on which OCC accordingly requested periodic
updates of incident
information
but retained
the file rather than returning
it to 0~1.
ODI
was aware that OCC had adopted this approach; thus, the case
cannot properly
be described as forgotten
in OCC.

f/
This last matter, which did not appear on either OCC's
or GDI's docket sheet -..
on the date of the GAO investigator's
visit,
was mistakenly
described in The-GAO Report as "misplaced".
I The attorney
to whom it is assigned has always been able to
locate it, but postponed completion of the closing because
greater importance was accorded to other priority
litigation
cases to which she was assigned.
The lawyer interviewed
by
the GAO investigator
was unable to recall
the case at the
time of the GAO interview.
We note that at approximately
the time of the GAO investigator's
visit,
OCC litigation
lawyers who normally handle ODI cases were involved in the
extensive briefing
for both the stay request and the merits of
the litigation
involving
the rescission
of FMVSS No. 208.
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[GAO COMMENT: The case transferred
to the Office
of Chief
Counsel in July 1978 was one of the three cases identified
in our report
as having resulted
in a recall,
Therefore,
our discussions
on specific
review delays did not include
The case transferred
in September 1979 was
that case.
not listed
by ODI as an active
case at the time of our
reviewt
therefore,
it was not mentioned in our report.
The case referred
to in our draft
report as "misplaced"
was reported
by ODI to have been transferred
to the Office
of Chief Counsel in July 1981.
The lawyer to whom we were
referred
could not locate the case and he did not indicate
to us that the case may have been handled by another lawNevertheless,
we have revised
the report conclusion
yer.
to eliminate
reference
to this case as being misplaced.
DOT's comment, however, that closing
of the case was postponed (since July 1981) further
supports our conclusion
that better
communication
is needed between ODI and the
Office
of Chief Counsel.]
C.

Cases Recommended by ODI for

Initial

Determination

Cases recommended by ODI for initial
determination
those in which the Chief Counsel's
fall
into two categories:
office
concurred
in the recommendation,
and those in which OCC
did not concur.
Although
the GAO investigator's
report
implies
that OCC timeliness
is constantly
a problem in such cases, in
fact the record reveals
that OCC concurred
almost immediately
in two high priority
recommendations
for initial
determinations
Formal
that were forwarded
to OCC in late August 1981.
initial
determinations
were announced in early September;
public
hearings
were scheduled;
and the manufacturers
decided
to furnish
statutory
remedies by October 1981.
However,
these cases still
remain on OCC's books, not because of
inaction
or oversight,
but at the Administrator's
express
direction,
because the need exists
for determination
of
potential
civil
penalties,
thereby requiring
both further
correspondence
with the manufacturer
and monitoring
of the
recall
campaigns.
Several other cases involving
engine stalling
and
related
problems,
in which ODI recommended initial
determinations,
were related
to other similar
cases, involving
the same
manufacturers,
OCC requested
in which ODI recommended closing.
further
investigatory
work to ensure consistency
and also to
obtain necessary additional
evidence,
Once again, these cases
remained on OCC's books while the additional
investigatory
work was done, and several continued
to remain there after
a
recent follow-up
meeting in which ODI agreed to revise
its
analysis
in order to address issues previously
raised by OCC
but not answered by ODI. The complexity
of the issue of engine
stalling
has long been recognized
and debated both within
and
outside
the agency.
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Another case, described
at page 10 of the GAO report as
having "bounced back and forth" for 3 l/2 years for updating
of complaints,
in fact involved technical
issues of causation,
difference
of opinion between OCC and ODI as to the significance
of the evidence,
a peer-group study, and possible inconsistency
with precedent cases.
Repeated discussions
between ODI and
OCC,took place over this time period.

Finally,
another doubtful
case, described at page 10
of the GAO report was returned to ODI at ODI's request for
further
testing:
not just
for an updating of incident
data,
as the report implies.
above discussion,
it would appear that the
has an oversimplifiedZ/
view of NHTSA's
process.
Judgement is a critical
element in
and there can be honest differences
of opinion.

Prom the

GAO investigator
investigative
the process

[GAO COMMENT: The two cases reportedly
transferred
to the
Office
of Chief Counsel in late August 1981 were included
in the three cases identified
in our report
as having resulted
in recalls.
Therefore,
as our previous
comment
indicated,
our report
discussions
.on specific
review delays did not include
those cases.
Referring
to another case, which a Chief Counsel lawyer
said had bounced back and forth
between his office
and ODI
for 3-l/2 years, we have included
a sentence in the report
to recognize
that information
involving
technical
issues
of causation,
differences
of opinion
between Chief Counsel
and ODI, a peer group study,
and possible
inconsistency
with precedent
cases was also collected
during
that 3-l/2
year review time frame.

is also apparent in the GAO investi*/
This oversimplification
of NHTSA's past philosophy
gaTor's version of the description
to
open
allegedly
unwarranted
engineering
analyses)
(i.e.,
expressed by ODI's Director
and Chief,
Engineering
Analysis
This description
appears to be inaccurate.
The actual
Division.
statement
involved
appears to have been to the effect
that
in prior years, the means for implementing the goal of
identifying
safety defects was the engineering
analysis,
thorough screening process.
which itself
was a detailed,
Many engineering
analyses remained open but inactive
for
several years.
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remaining

case,”

case,

which

our draft

DOT refers

report

t3

<.1s “another

statetJ:

“This
case was transferred
to t?e Office
of
Chief
Counsel in !Iove~?ber 1980 .I ?ter being
under ODI investigation
for 10 zont3s.
r)ne
year Later,
the Off ice of Chief
Counsel
had
still
not acted
on the 3DI recommendation.
As a result,
the case was returned
to 0~1 at

i.ts request
so that it could perform additiif its
recommendation
onal work to determine
far an initial
determination
of defect
was
still
warranted,
"
C)Ul?

report

includes
i.xCient

has been revised
specific
reference

so that
to

testing

additional
and

work
__Iupdating

now
of

Aata.

Regarding

DOT% concluding
statement,
we disagree
that
we
have oversimplified
and distorted
NWZA’s
investigation
disclosed
that
there
is a definite
process I C)ur review
delay
in the process
which
appeared
to ‘:x caused
by a lack
of ,.:&rdination
and communication
between
OD’i and the
Cases remain
in limbo
in ODI for
Oftice
cf Chief
Counsel.
months awaitin?
Chief
Counsel
action.

our draft
report
did not
COT’s footnote
corninent,
was to open allegedly
state thar NHTSA’s past pbIlosophy
ODI officials
told
us
unwarranted
engineering
analyses.
encouraged
WI. t:, open as many
that
NHTSA’s past philosophy
engineerirq
analyses
as possible
even though
many of them
and had little
appeared
to be opened with few complaintrs
chance of resulting
in recalls.1
Regarding

2.

Omission of Discussion
--Investigative
Efforts

of Significant

Coaperative

Fiscal
year 1881 was significant
in that: during that year
were resolved
through negatiated
major investigations
settlements
that resulted
from joint
efforts
by OCC and ODI.
Most noteworthy
among these were the Ford transmission
settleagreed to send notification
ment, in which the manufacturer
letters
and warning labels
to owners of some 20 million
vehicles,
in which General Motors
and the GM rear window agreement,
voluntarily
recalled
some $0,000
intermediate
station wagons.
The GAO investigator's
report
contains
no reference
to
either
of these investigations,
which exemplify
the
cooperative
inter--office
relationship
he now "recommends"
The
twa
recalls
discussed
in Section l(c)
to the agency.**/
several

’ ccion resljlted
from the investigator’s
**/Perhaps
this omfciu
of
open
cases
rather
than attempting
35cusing
on a 'scorecard"
to obtain
ap, overview
af agency accomplishments.
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above also involved
gative phase.

joint

ODI-OCC efforts

during

the investi-

In the six months that have gone by since the GAO investigatorVs visit,
cooperative
relationships
have continued between
recently
met inforOCC and ODI. As noted above, OCC attorneys
about several
mally with ODI to explain their reservations
ODI recommendations;
ODI agreed to supplement its analysis
but OCC retained
the case files at that time. In addition,
OCC attorneys
have been working with ODI in the development
of investigative
information
during the engineering
analysis
phase of various inquiries,
and have met with ODI, drafted
documents, issued special orders and begun planning for
Thus, we believe that the
other administrative
discovery.
GAO investigator's
discussions
did not go into the depth
required to understand OCC's role.
Prior to the GAO investigator's
report,
NHTSA's Assistant
Chief Counsel for Litigation
had implemented a case docket
system as a management tool to ensure the timely processing
of all cases assigned to the Litigation
Section,
including
ODI investigatory
recommendations.
The GAO Report has made
it clear that the originally-established
system of deadlines
for reviewing ODI recommendations has not always been accorded
As a result of the Report, the Chief
sufficient
priority,
Counsel has instructed
the Assistant
Chief Counsel for Litigation
to ensure that a written
OCC analysis of each ODI recommendation
be drafted within 14 days of receipt of the recommendation,
except in cases of unusual complexity or where urgent litigation
matters take priority.
The recent publication
of NHTSA's
Final Rule on Confidential
Business Information,
47 Fed. Reg.
24587 (June 7, 1982), should help to speed up the administrative
case closing process.
In cases where outstanding
confidentiality
determinations
prevent the final administrative
closing of a
and the public will be formally
notified
case, the manufacturer
that the case has been closed, and the remainder of the file
will be released to the public,
in accordance with the FOIA
and NHTSA's present policy.
NHTSA has followed this approach
in recent months in an effort
to resolve uncertainty
among
manufacturers
whose vehicles are being investigated.
[GAO COMMENT: As we mentioned
in our report,
our review
of ODI's defect
investigation
case files
transferred
to
the Office
of Chief Counsel was limited
to active
cases.
To have also chosen past cases which DOT identifies
as
having exemplified
a cooperative
interoffice
relationship
does not alter
the fact that many of the active
cases we
reviewed had been in limbo in ODI for months awaiting
legal
decisions
from the Office
of Chief Counsel.
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In response to DOT’s planned action
to ensure that a written analysis
of each ODf recommendation
is drafted
by the
Office
of Chief Counsel within
14 days of its receipt,
we
believe
that adherence to such a time frame will
definitely
reduce delays in the investigation
process.
However, NHTSA
has attributed
much of its past review delays to exceptions
such as those described
in the DOT comment above.
There-

fore,

frames
3.

we believe that NHTSA should monitor the review time
and make every effort
to maintain the ll-day period.]

Recommendations for

Improving

Consumer Response to Recalls

DOT supports all reasonable efforts
to increase consumer
responsiveness
to recall
campaigns, and will gladly cooperate
in efforts
to simplify
and clarify
the language of recall
However, such letters
ordinarily
notification
letters.
are drafted
in the first
instance by the manufacturer
and not
The cooperation
promised by two manufacturers'
the agency.
representatives
to the GAO investigator
will in fact be
required
for major improvements to be made. In addition,
DOT notes that certain requirements
for the content of
notification
letters
are prescribed
by NHTSA regulation,
and
cannot be changed without rulemaking action.
DOT will consider
amending these regulations
to simplify
the requirements.
However, because such amendments might have the effect of
changing the quality
of admissions which manufacturers
must
make in their notification
letters,
and thus affect manufacturers'
product liability
exposure, any such rulemaking would
require notice and comment, andstherefore
be time-consuming.

.DOT also notes that the GAO investigator's
proposed modifications might result
in discouraging
some manufacturers
from
undertaking
voluntary
recalls
or entering
into settlement
agreements because of concern over increased product liability
exposure.
When NHTSA recently
amended its Defect Reporting
Regulation
to require manufacturers
to include the NHTSA
Hotline telephone number in recall notification
letters,
three petitioners
sought reconsideration
and rescission
of
the requirement.
Thus it is possible that the degree of
simplification
sought by the GAO investigator
cannot be
attained
informally.
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DOT believes
that controlled
studies
of the effectiveness
of revised
notification
letters
and/or follow-up
post cards
could be carried
out, with the cooperation
of the affected
manufacturers.
However, because of budget limitations,
no
such studies
are presently
planned.
Many manufacturers
presently
send follow-up
letters
(but not post cards) to
owners who have not responded to initial
defect
notification
letters.
Some dealers
have tried
sending post card reminders,
or even more effective
but informal
special
secondary notices.
(See attached
copy of an example.)l/
To our knowledge,
the
comparative
effectiveness
of the two approaches
has not been
studied.
DOT notes that as presently
drafted,
the law does
not require
manufacturers
to send any kind of follow-up
reminder.
to coop[GAO COMMENT: F7e commend DOT for its willingness
erate in efforts
to simplify
and clarify
the language of
Ye recoqnize
that such efforts
will
the recall
letters.
Our discusrequire
cooperation
from the-manufacturers.
sions with officials
from Ford Motor Company and General
Motors Corporation
indicate
that they are willing
",o work
with NHTSA on efforts
to improve the readability
of the
recall
letters.
In response to DOT's concern that NHTSA's regulations
would first
need to be amended by time-consuming
rulemakour Office
of General Counsel has concluded
ing action,
that use of a simplified
recall
letter
would not violate
existing
NHTSA regulations
if the letter
is used in a
joint
test project
involving
NHTSA and a vehicle
manufacwe do not believe
NHTSA should consider
turer.
Further,
amending its regulations
until
the simplified
letter's
If the
effect
on owner response rates has been measured.
simplified
letter
results
in greater
owner response rates,
there is an informal
rulemaking
procedure
contained
in
the Administrative
Procedure
Act (5 U.S.C. s553 (1966))
which our Office
of General Counsel says is available
to
NHTSA to revise
its present
regulations
expeditiously.
We fail
to see how our proposed recall
letter
modifications
might discourage
some manufacturers
from undertaking
voluntary recalls
or entering
into settlement
agreements,
as
Both
NHTSA
and
the
vehicle
manufacturers
noted by DOT.
have a responsibility
for vehicle
occupant
safety.
Thereany changes to present
procedures
which will
increase
fore,
Our suggested
changes
that safety
should be implemented.
to the recall
letters
will
not add any new requirements
such as the hotline
telephone
numto the letter
content,
Thus, our changes may not meet
ber change that DOT added.
with the same resistance.
-a-

&/The

example

is not

included

in this
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We realize
that NHTSA’s budget limitations
could be a Eacstudies
on the effector
for not carrying
out controlled
tiveness
of revised
recall
letters
and followup
post earls.
NHTSA has funded studies
However, in the past few years,
to improve owner response rates and so far no measurable
NHTSA should now
increase
in the rates has occurred.
begin to work with vehicle
manufacturers
to test various
techniques
suggested
in this report
to determine
whether
they increase
response rates and are cost-effective.1
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